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Can Obama deliver?
The President’s words will soon be
put to the test, says Betty Hunter

P

resident Obama’s accession to the White House and his
highly publicised speech in Cairo “to the Muslim world”
aroused much speculation with regard to US Middle East
policy. On the plus side, unlike his predecessor, Obama
clearly has a sense of history and an appreciation of the long term
effects of foreign policy. He must know that the US is no longer
taken seriously in much of the world, when it speaks of democracy,
freedom and human rights — and that even a country as powerful
as the US ignores world opinion at its peril.
Many took heart when Obama did not greet Netanyahu in
Washington with the usual protestations of unconditional support,
but told him that “settlements have to be stopped in order for us
to move forward.” In Cairo he stated even more strongly: “The
United States does not accept the legitimacy of continued Israeli
settlements. This construction violates previous agreements and
undermines efforts to achieve
peace. It is time for these
settlements to stop.” Hillary
Clinton reinforced this message
on her trip to Israel in June.
It was also encouraging
to hear Obama say that “the
situation for the Palestinian
people is intolerable. America
will not turn our backs on the
legitimate Palestinian aspiration
for dignity, opportunity, and a
state of their own.”
All well and good. But
Obama spoke no words
of condemnation of the
violent ongoing occupation
in Palestine, and his only
reference to the slaughter in
Gaza (carefully timed to precede
his inauguration) was: “the
continuing humanitarian crisis in
Gaza does not serve Israel’s security”. On the key issues of statehood,
refugees and Jerusalem, the President’s words have been vague. In
referring to Jerusalem he merely said: “All of us have a responsibility to
work for the day when the mothers of Israelis and Palestinians can see
their children grow up without fear; … when Jerusalem is a secure and
lasting home for Jews and Christians and Muslims...”
Netanyahu on the other hand is quite open about Israeli
intentions. He continues to assert that East Jerusalem, which Israel
has annexed contrary to international law, isn’t up for negotiation.
And the rights of the millions of refugees are simply dismissed:
“...there must also be a clear understanding that the Palestinian
refugee problem will be resolved outside Israel’s borders.”
He has said that Jewish settlers have the right to a “normal life”
and supports construction within settlements to accommodate
“natural population growth”. In a recent decision, Israel will build

3

50 new homes in an existing West Bank settlement as part of a
wider plan which calls for the construction of 1,450 homes in the
settlement of Adam. There are already 500,000 Israeli colonisers
(about 10% of the population of the Occupied Territories) living on
stolen Palestinian land in the West Bank and in East Jerusalem,
where house demolitions and land expropriation for new settlements
continue daily.
In other words, for Netanyahu a Palestinian state would mean
a people without sovereignty, excluded from Jerusalem and
subjugated by Israel within Bantustans.
For the first time, then, US and Israeli positions appear to be at
odds. But if Obama gives way on the issue of the settlements, the
US will be seen as irrevocably and unconditionally committed to
Israeli military expansionism, no matter who sits in the White House.
If on the other hand he follows words with actions, and uses some
of the massive leverage at his disposal to put pressure on Israel
over settlements, this would be a first step towards meaningful
negotiations between the two sides. It would also transform
attitudes to the US — and not just in the Middle East.
We will not have to wait for long: Obama’s special envoy in the
region, George Mitchell, is meeting
Netanyahu in Israel in mid July and
if no halt to settlement building is
agreed then, we can assume it will
be business as usual.
When Obama urged the
Palestinians, somewhat
patronisingly, to learn from other
struggles, including the civil rights
movement in the US itself as well
as in South Africa, that non-violent
action is the way to succeed,
we in the solidarity movement
know there are other lessons to
be learnt from these struggles.
The conclusion of the Human
Sciences Research Council of
South Africa (see page 16) that
“this system [Israel’s occupation
of the OPTs] constitutes a breach
Steve Bell of the prohibition of apartheid”,
confirms what many of us have
been saying for years. It also confirms that our campaign of boycott,
divestment and sanctions is part of the armoury we can use to make
our governments and commercial and community organisations
change policy, as well as showing our support for the resistance and
resilience of the Palestinian people.
Some clear signs of global changes in attitude include the EU
delay in upgrading the trade agreement with Israel, the decision
in Sweden on the Veolia contract and the growing international
campaign to boycott Israeli goods and particularly settlement
goods, which is increasingly receiving backing from the trade union
movement worldwide (see page 9). From Australia to Sweden, from
Malaysia to Brazil, the solidarity movement is on the move. While
Israel and its supporters are pulling out all the stops to stem the
tide of public opinion, we have to redouble our efforts in the coming
critical months — whatever America’s official stance.

PSC PATRONS
n John Austin MP n Tony Benn n Rodney Bickerstaffe n Victoria Brittain n Barry Camfield n Julie Christie
n Caryl Churchill n Jeremy Corbyn MP n Bob Crow n William Dalrymple n Revd Garth Hewitt n Dr Ghada
Karmi n Bruce Kent n Karma Nabulsi n Ilan Pappe n Corin Redgrave n Keith Sonnet n Ahdaf Soueif n
Baroness Tonge of Kew n John Williams n Ruth Winters n Dr Tony Zahlan n Benjamin Zephaniah
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East Jerusalem —
a stolen city
S

ettlements are the biggest barrier
to peace, as President Obama has
highlighted, and the map opposite
dramatically illustrates how much
Palestinian land they have swallowed in East
Jerusalem and the further expansion that is
planned or already under construction.
The map, made by the PLO Negotiations
Affairs Department, shows huge settlements
in the Jerusalem Municipality in blue.
Expansion already under construction is
shown in turquoise and the striped areas
indicate further expansion. The yellow
striped areas are proposed entirely new
settlements.
Just in the E1 area there are plans
for 3,500 houses, an industrial park, two
police stations and other infrastructure.
When finished it will complete a continuous
settlement sprawl from Ma’ale Adumim —
pop. 40,000 — to West Jerusalem.
In contrast, the major urban conurbations
of Palestine — Ramallah, Jerusalem and
Bethlehem — are being prised apart by the
settlements and the Wall. This is the ruthless
process which makes increasing numbers of
commentators doubt whether a Palestinian
state could now be viable.
Though some 200,000 Jews live in
East Jerusalem settlements (on top of
the 250,000 settlers in the rest of the
West bank) Israel refuses to acknowledge
that they are settlers or that the 250,000
Palestinians of East Jerusalem are living
under occupation.
Its story is that in 1967 it “unified”
Jerusalem by annexing the Palestinian
half and it calls Palestinian Jerusalemites
“permanent residents.” The major
international news agencies, such as
Reuters, Associated Press and Agence
France Press, generally collude in this
fabrication by quoting the Israeli figure
for the overall number of Jewish settlers
at 250,000 — rather than the true figure
of 450,000 when you include those in
Jerusalem.
We have yet to see whether Obama will
also go along with this fiction as regards
Jerusalem but it seems the EU might be
wising up. The confidential EU Heads of
Mission Report on East Jerusalem, obtained
by the Guardian, accused the Israeli
government of using methods including
settlement expansion as a way of “actively
pursuing the illegal annexation” of East
Jerusalem.
Israel also seems determined to thumb
its nose at Obama’s pleas to stop settlement
expansion. In June the Knesset passed the
first reading of the 2009–2010 budget which

$250 million budgeted
for settlements: “the tip
of the iceberg”
allocated a massive $250 million dollars to
West Bank settlements.
Some $125 million (90 million euros)
is to be used for security expenses with
most of the rest destined for housing
construction. And this figure is only “the tip
of the iceberg,” according to Israeli NGO
Peace Now. They say the actual spending
on settlements will be spread over different
sections of the budget and will be a lot
higher.
Meanwhile the deception of the socalled “natural growth” in the settlements

was exposed in an Israeli TV Channel
Two investigative report which showed
abandoned housing in existing settlements
even as new buildings are going up. It
also revealed that Israel is continuing to
house a stream of new immigrants in the
settlements.
The report, subtitled in English, can be
seen on YouTube at http://bit.ly/131iKy. (A
second televised report shows Peace Now
volunteers and a Channel Two news crew
attacked by settlers: http://bit.ly/UF2VM.)
In addition, Adalah, the Legal Center
for Arab Minority Rights in Israel, has
created an interactive online map and
database documenting the history of Israel’s
expropriation of land from Palestinians:
http://bit.ly/LBooZ.

Gill Swain

Israeli archaeology
in action
From Andree Ryan in Silwan, June
2009

I

n the village of Silwan in Arab East
Jerusalem, where the Israelis plan
to develop a biblical theme park
on 20 acres of Palestinian land,
archeological digs are going on all over
the place. Two homes have already been
demolished and 75 eviction orders have
been distributed — two more were given
this morning.
In an attempt to resist, the people of
Silwan have erected a solidarity tent on
the roof of one of the house and put up
posters saying “Expulsions disguised as
archeology” and “No tourist attraction on
the ruins of 1500 people’s homes.”
Rana, a spokeswoman for the
committee, said to us: “We are fighting
alone the army, the settlers and the Israeli
administration. We have no faith anymore
in anyone. There have been resolutions
after resolutions, condemnations after
condemnations but nothing changes for
us on the ground.
“Europe seems paralysed. Israel is the
‘spoiled brat’ of the world and nobody
disciplines it. We are happy though with

the boycott campaign that has taken
off in Europe. This can shake the whole
Israeli community.”
If you want to know more about the
situation in Jerusalem, see the website of
the Coalition for Jerusalem, at
www.coalitionforjerusalem.blogspot.com.
A fascinating new book reveals
how archaeology has been central to
the process of fashioning the Israeli
identity and expropriating land from
the Palestinians. Facts on the Ground:
Archaeological Practice and SelfFashioning in Israeli Society, by Nadia
Abu El-Haj, is reviewed by Abe Hayeem
on Page 28.
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Q: Where are the
Palestinian Gandhis?
A: In jail
Bekah Wolf reports on a grassroots
movement that could be a blueprint
for a “third way” in Palestinian
politics — and Israeli attempts to
crush it

B

ombs and bullets hit the headlines but the Israeli military,
fully backed by its government, is engaged in another
relentless war that rarely gains international attention. It is the
brutal war against Palestinian organisers of the non-violent
resistance movement who have remained outside of the deep divide
between Palestinian political parties.
When 31-year-old Mousa Abu Maria from Beit Ommar in the
Hebron District founded the Palestine Solidarity Project in 2006 and
began organising in his community against settlers’ construction of
a fence on his village’s agricultural land, he immediately became a
target of Israeli repression.
The threat was obvious: Mousa was not only bringing together
his own community, he was also working with other towns in the
vicinity to create a mass movement based on a non-violent ethic.
Furthermore, he could not be co-opted or controlled by the

Fatah-led
Palestinian
Authority in
the West Bank
which has
been forced
by the Israeli
government and
its own struggle
for power
with Hamas
to maintain
a short leash
on all popular
struggle.
Nor was he
a member
of Hamas
or any other
established
group.

Mousa Abu Maria at the roadblock at Beit
Ommar

Non-violence the key
As a youth Mousa had thrown stones at soldiers and was jailed for
four years for being a member of Islamic Jihad. In prison he read

A raid in Beit Ommar

T

Soldiers urinate on floor

At around 1am on Wednesday, March
11, approximately 15 Israeli military vehicles
entered the village of Beit Ommar and
began a day-long operation of harassment,
violence and destruction. Scores of soldiers,
many with painted faces or ski masks on,
began breaking into homes, ripping up
bedding, breaking furniture and electronic
equipment and arresting boys and men
aged 11 to 80.
By 8am the arrest count had risen to 27
and at least four homes had been occupied
for several hours. The IDF released
photographs of the blindfolded, arrested
boys and men to the media, bragging about

In several cases, soldiers would tear a home
apart saying they were looking for weapons
or, in at least one case, “military clothes,”
and after 30 minutes to an hour, would
leave. In one home a soldier urinated on the
floor and one commander was seen eating
food out of the freezer. An international with
PSP captured numerous such violations on
videotape.
Just before 12pm, an Israeli intelligence
officer took the mayor to the local police
station and told him the operation was in
response to local kids throwing stones at
military vehicles. When the mayor pointed
out that this only happened when Israeli

his is an account of an IDF raid
one night in one village in the West
Bank. The same thing is happening
on many other nights, in many other
villages, throughout the OPTs.

the scope of the operation. Some of the
homes chosen were clearly marked on
a map the soldiers were carrying, others
seemed totally random.

military vehicles entered the village and that
the simple way to prevent it would be for the
Israeli military to stay out of the village, the
officer had no reply but returned the mayor
to Beit Ommar four hours later.

Threats of sexual assault
During another home invasion, soldiers
seemed to choose a house for its decor.
They did not search it but forced the family
outside while they sat on the porch swing
and sang the Israeli national anthem,
followed by a stream of insults at a female
international activist with PSP and threats to
sexually assault her.
At various times the IDF announced a
curfew, forbidding residents from leaving
their homes. As night fell again, soldiers
entered the home of yet another community
leader and announced they were there to
arrest his son.
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widely and became deeply convinced that it would be far more
effective to fight for freedom using non-violent activism.
The Palestine Solidarity Project is envisioned primarily as a
structure for activists to strategise, network and support each
other in developing the movement. Working in a similar way to
Mahatma Gandhi’s methods of resisting British rule in India, it began
by combining community projects such as replanting olive trees
uprooted by settlers, developing an agricultural co-operative and
promoting traditional craft work, with holding training sessions on
non-violent tactics.
It also organised some of the boldest direct actions against
the Occupation in the region including removing the roadblocks
restricting access to Beit Ommar — a community of 32,000 people
— and symbolically cutting the Annexation Barrier.
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the Israeli government offered a deal — they would release him into
Jordan on the condition that he would not return to Palestine for
three years.
Such an outrageous deal — to expel an innocent man from his
own country — would make shocked headlines anywhere else
in the world. Hoping to continue his work, Mousa agreed but the
Jordanian government refused to take him, perhaps fearing unrest in
its own Palestinian communities. So Mousa was returned to prison
and his detention extended.

Using international activists
I was doing solidarity work in the West Bank when I met Mousa
and we, along with four others, founded the PSP. The organisation
involves international and Israeli activists as a means of bringing in
resources, skills and support from the outside world and of breaking
the isolation and demonisation of the Palestinian people. The goal is
clear: to empower the people so that they can begin to reshape the
Palestinian resistance to Occupation.
Popular movements represent the potential for real change. For
the Israelis they are very difficult to control and violent repression
of them is more difficult to defend to an international public. The
Israeli government’s solution is increasingly to use Administrative
Detention to lock up the movement’s organisers, without charge or
trial, indefinitely.
This was the fate of Mousa and two other PSP organisers. First
Mousa’s brother, Yousef, was arrested in 2007 and held for a month
before being released in a rare appellate win. He was questioned
extensively about his role in “housing internationals” and organising
demonstrations which allegedly constituted a “security risk”.
Then Mousa was arrested on April 11, 2008. He was held for
eight days before the prosecution admitted in writing that there was
not enough evidence to charge him. Yet he was put in Administrative
Detention and, despite appealing all the way to the Israeli Supreme
Court, at every level his detention was upheld.

Detention renewed three times
Though Mousa was represented by a series of excellent Israeli
attorneys, his detention was renewed three times. After ten months

The boy, aged 17, has been arrested
twice before and has been shot twice by the
Israeli military with live ammunition. Though
his mother pleaded with the soldiers not to
arrest him, nearly a dozen soldiers entered
the home, one with a German shepherd
dog, grabbed him by the neck, put him in
plastic handcuffs and began punching him
in the stomach and legs.

Teenager and activist beaten
When the PSP international present tried
to intervene, she was forced to the ground
and also handcuffed though she said she
was both an American and Israeli citizen
and they had no authority to cuff her.
Soldiers then left her, taking the young man
outside and continuing to beat him. When
the international followed them, a soldier
held his gun to her forehead and told her he
would shoot her.
Elderly family members came out of
neighbouring homes to protest against
the boy’s treatment. Two soldiers then

PSP members arrested while protecting farmers, 27 June,
2009. Photo: Activestills.org
Yet another PSP organiser, Mohammed Abu Maria, 26, was also
arrested in November, 2008, and placed in Administrative Detention
on vague accusations: he posed a “security risk.” When his original
term of four months was finished, the government asked for an
additional four months, giving one of the rationales as “the current
situation in Beit Ommar.”
The timing of the cases is significant: both Mohammed and
Mousa’s detentions were extended, and Yousef was arrested, just
after the Israeli military announced their plans to build a fence along
the edge of Beit Ommar, cutting off access to the main road in
some areas, something they (rightly) feared would be met with fierce
resistance.
Israeli security forces stated clearly in Mohammed’s detention
hearing that one of the reasons to keep him incarcerated was
to prevent him from participating in or organising any kind of
resistance.

cont. p8

seized the PSP
activist by the
throat and held
her on the hood
of the car while
they grabbed the
young Palestinian
by his cheek
and forced his
head against a
fence. When the
international got
free and again
got between the
soldiers and the
boy, the soldiers
gave up and
left, releasing a
grenade of tear
Bekah confronting a soldier in Beit Ommar. Photo: PSP
gas and leaving
the boy behind,
still handcuffed.
that the operation was intended to stop
By midnight it was over and the residents
stone-throwing and that if a single stone
were left to clear up the debris. Some
was thrown again, the IDF would arrest
had been handed letters telling them
everyone, young and old.
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Israeli military invasions
The loss of these organisers, and others like them across the
Occupied Palestinian Territories, has had an impact. In Beit Ommar,
while PSP has never stopped its work, it has not been able to
operate at full capacity for over a year because of the resources
diverted to support the prisoners and their families.
Settler attacks on local farmers have steeply increased and
during Israeli military invasions scores of Palestinian youths
have been injured, one 17 year-old was killed and one put in an
irreversible coma.
There have been many such prolonged and violent invasions.
See accompanying article “A Raid in Beit Ommar” for a description
of one typical night. In addition, Israeli soldiers routinely assault,
intimidate and humiliate residents at the military post at the entrance
to the village. The purpose of these actions is presumably to terrify
the people out of their support for the PSP.
Granted, the presence or lack thereof of one person may not
have had a significant impact on these events and the community
often responded with great unity and cohesiveness spontaneously,
but one can only imagine how much stronger the responses could
have been had so many popular community leaders not been in
Israeli prisons.

Freedom Centre trains more Gandhis
Palestinian Gandhis can be found in every district of the
Occupied Territories. As the British found when confronted by
the original Gandhi, those who are passionately and steadfastly

Mousa and Bekah meeting in court during his detention.
Photo: ActiveStills
committed to a path of non-partisan, non-violent resistance, are
the least easy to control and therefore pose the biggest threat
to Israeli dominance. Their energy, wisdom, and commitment to
Palestinian self-determination are sorely missed when they are
behind bars.
Mousa was released from Ofer prison on June 14 having spent
his time behind bars writing a manual about popular, unarmed
resistance. The PSP has recently opened a new Freedom Centre
dedicated to training people from across the OPTs in the skills
needed to conduct their own popular grassroots movements
incorporating international solidarity activists.
The hope is that workshops and classes at the Freedom Centre
will create one hundred, and then one thousand Mousas and
Mohammeds and Yousefs (along with Imans and Yasmins), making
it impossible for Israel to imprison them all.

Bekah Wolf is a Jewish-American who began solidarity work
in Palestine in 2000. In October, 2008, she and Mousa
Abu Maria were married via the Red Cross while he was in
prison.
Please consider making a donation to help the Palestine
Solidarity project continue its work — we have a debt of £3,000
in legal fees. Donations can be made on our website via Paypal
at: www.palestinesolidarityproject.org/donate

Demonstrators carrying the body of Bassem Abu Rahmah,
murdered by an IDF soldier in Bil'in, April 2009. Photo: Imemc,
Haytham al Khateeb

If you would like to work as a volunteer for the PSP, see their
advert on page 31.

Israeli troops confess

T

estimonies by two Israeli officers
who took part in a raid in Hares
on March 26 that they beat up
Palestinian civilians as young as 14
were obtained by The Independent.
About 150 Palestinians were bound,
blindfolded and detained at the village
school during the operation which was
aimed at preventing youths throwing
stones at nearby settler roads.
One soldier said the worst assaults
were in bathrooms. “The soldiers
who took [detainees] to the toilet just
exploded [over] them with beatings;
cursed them with no reason. When they

took one Arab to the toilet one of them gave
him a slap that brought him to the ground.
“He had been handcuffed and
blindfolded. He wasn’t insolent, he didn’t
do anything to get on anyone’s nerves...
[it was] just because he’s an Arab. He was
something like 15 years old.”
The soldier said he saw a lot of
colleagues “just knee [Palestinians] because
it’s boring, because you stand there 10
hours, you’re not doing anything, so they
beat people up.” The second soldier
described a “fanatical atmosphere” during
the search operations.
“We would go into a house and turn the

whole thing upside down.” No weapons
were found so they “confiscated kitchen
knives.” Some troops stole from houses
even though the people were so poor
it was hard for them to find anything to
take.
In May Colonel Itai Virob, commander
of Kfir Brigade, was reprimanded
after telling a military court that hitting
detained Palestinians could be justified.
“Standing them against walls, pushing
them, a blow that doesn’t cause
injury. Certainly, these are things that
are commonly used in an attempt to
accomplish the mission,” he said.
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Trade unionists shocked
and angry
By Kiri Tunks and Bernard Regan

S

ix trade unionists in a delegation
organised by the PSC spent a week
in the West Bank and Israel meeting
over 20 different groups involved
in the fight for justice for Palestine. They
returned feeling shocked and angered and
determined to speak at as many meetings
as possible about what they saw.
Based in East Jerusalem, the party
also visited Bethlehem, Hebron, Nablus,
Nazareth and the Jordan Valley and
witnessed how Palestinians were
imprisoned and abused by the machinery of
the occupation and aggressive settlers.
They met fellow trade unionists and
public officials in Nablus and learned how
the city is under virtual siege. In the Jordan
Valley they witnessed how Israeli settlement
Industrial Zones have colonised the area
leaving Palestinian land barren.

The PSC TU delegation with their
Palestinian hosts
The delegation was Mark Serwotka,
General Secretary, and Dave Watson, Senior
Policy Advisor, from the Public & Commercial
Services Union; Dave Harvey, TUC General
Council and National Executive Member of
the National Union of Teachers; Kiri Tunks,
Gender Advisory Committee, NUT; Bernard
Regan and Tom Palmer, PSC.

Conference resolutions
Palestine has been high on the agenda
of every union conference this summer
and all the policies adopted expressed a
profound sense of outrage at the inhumanity
of Israel’s military actions in Gaza, coupled
with a clear understanding that the ceasefire has not meant the end of the collective
punishment of the people.
Many unions looked for ways to take
forward a campaign to pressurise the Israeli
government to end the siege of Gaza and
the occupation. Many also called upon
the British government to ban sales of

arms to Israel which increased from £7.5
million in 2007 to £18.8 million in 2008. The
government says this is less than 1% of
Israel’s arms trade but Britain would send
out a very significant political message if it
ended this trade.
The call was backed by UNITE which
has workers in the arms industry. In April a
delegation met Foreign Office Minister Bill
Rammell and conveyed the message to him
personally.

Gaza siege condemned
Many unions, like the Union of Shop,
Distributive and Allied Workers (USDAW),
demanded the government condemn the
blockade of Gaza. Others, like the Public
and Commercial Services Union (PCS),
pointed out that the siege contravened
international law, implicitly posing the
challenge that Israeli leaders should be
prosecuted for war crimes.
In all of the motions passed there
has been a clear understanding of the
need to pose the events of January
2009 in the context of the ongoing
occupation and the responsibility
of companies like Veolia which are
complicit in the process. There
have been consistent calls for the
implementation of actions to disinvest
from such companies and for
economic sanctions against Israel.
Repeated demands were made
for a boycott of settlement goods
(NUT, PCS, UCU) and for the government
to prevent the importation of such goods.
These were frequently linked to demands for
the suspension of the EU-Israel Association
Agreement which gives Israel preferential
trade arrangements.

Histadrut in the firing line
Many unions explicitly condemned the
Israeli trade union body, Histadrut, for
justifying the attack on Gaza and some,
like the PCS, called on the Trades Union
Congress (TUC) to raise the matter in
international forums. The STUC said it
will be reviewing its relationship with the
Histadrut — a view echoed by unions in
other parts of the world like Belgium.
In May the University and College
Union (UCU) condemned the complicity
of Israeli higher educational institutions
in the occupation and debated the issue
of the academic boycott. It resolved to
“intensify solidarity and renew urgently its
call to members to reflect on the moral and
political appropriateness of collaboration

with Israeli educational institutions.”
The cause of the Palestinian people is
firmly on the agenda of the trade union
movement. The task now is to turn all those
resolutions into action.
l Mark Serwotka’s daily blog from Palestine
is available on http://tinyurl.com/qlur2k
l See a list of all union resolutions on
Palestine on the PSC website http://tinyurl.
com/pvjeqb

T

he volume of trade union resolutions
on Palestine provoked a reaction
from Foreign Secretary, David Miliband,
who said in June that the government
was “dismayed that motions calling for
boycotts of Israel are being discussed
at trade union congresses and
conferences this summer.”
Undeterred, a delegation from the
Scottish Trade Union Council, which
passed a strongly worded resolution
on BDS in April following a fact-finding
mission to Palestine, met the minister
for the Middle East, Ivan Lewis, to urge
the government to impose sanctions
against Israel.
Speaking prior to the meeting,
STUC General Secretary, Grahame
Smith, said:“We are very pleased to
have the opportunity to make our
case for sanctions to the Middle East
Minister. Having seen the human rights
violations experienced on a daily basis
by Palestinians when I visited the region
in March, I am absolutely clear that our
own government must act.”
We welcome Rodney Bickerstaffe,
former General Secretary of UNISON
and President of the TUC, as a new
patron of PSC

Rodney Bickerstaffe with Clare
Short in the Jordan Valley in 2008.
Photo: War on Want
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BBC betrays Bowen
By Diane Langford

A

fter Jeremy Bowen witnessed
his driver, Abed Takkoush, being
incinerated by an Israeli tank and
being shot at himself in 2000, Andrew
Balcombe, Zionist Federation Chair, wrote
to the BBC Trust demanding the journalist’s
removal as Middle East Editor claiming that
the incident “may have coloured (his) views
about Israel.”
Ever since, the Zionists have been
gunning for Bowen. Complaints that his
online analysis, How 1967 Defined the
Middle East, and his report, From Our Own
Correspondent on BBC Radio 4, 12 January,
2008, were “chronically biased” came from
Jonathan Turner of the ZF and from the
Committee for Accuracy in Middle East
Reporting in America (Camera) and resulted
in the BBC Trust caving in.
Though the Trust only upheld three out of
24 specific complaints, this has been spun
as a huge victory and Turner called Bowen’s
position “untenable.” The Trust’s 118-page
report was lambasted for “failing to offer
correctional steps.” The complainants

even claimed BBC editorial guidelines are
“illegal.”
For describing the Har Homa settlement
as “a big concrete housing development,”
when the complainant insisted that the
buildings were faced with Jerusalem stone,
Bowen was accused of using language that
“appears to be calculated to promote hatred
of the Jewish state and the Jews.”
His statement: “For Palestinians, the
settlements are a catastrophe, made
worse every day by the fact that they are
expanding fast,” was upheld as accurate,
even though the complainant argued

that the settlements were “beneficial
economically” to the Palestinians, are “not
expanding” and are “militarily necessary for
Israel’s security.”
For saying that Israel was “in defiance
of everyone’s interpretation of international
law except its own,” the Trust found
that Bowen’s language was “imprecise”
and suggested he should have qualified
“everyone” with “nearly everyone.”
The BBC Trust claims that Bowen’s
online piece “breached the rules on
impartiality” because readers might come
away from it thinking that the interpretation
offered was the only sensible view of
the1967 war. As Robert Fisk commented:
“I suppose the BBC believes that Israel’s
claim to own land which in fact belongs to
other people is another ‘sensible’ view of
the war.”
The ZF submitted that the number of
complaints to the BBC from pro-Palestinian
groups has reduced over the past three
years, hence, the BBC must be proPalestinian.
The BBC Trust’s report can be read in full
at: http://tinyurl.com/de8oqw

Israeli racism escapes
scrutiny
By Isabelle Humphries

D

elegates gathered in Geneva in
April to discuss progress in the
implementation of recommendations
resulting from the Durban 2001 UN
World Conference Against Racism (WCAR).
However, although the Durban declaration
specifically named Palestinians as victims
of racism, Palestine was removed from
the Geneva agenda. To the further delight
of Israeli lobbyists, the only issue that
succeeded in sparking world media interest
was the walkout of 23 state delegates
during the speech by Iranian President
Ahmadinejad.
Palestinians are under no illusion that UN
resolutions lead to international action but
the Durban 2001 WCAR declaration was still
considered a landmark. Many civil society
organisations saw it as a useful conceptual
framework for combating the racism at
the heart of the protracted plight of the
Palestinians.
In Geneva, however, bullying tactics by
the usual North American/European states
ensured that the draft declaration excluded
any criticism of Israel. Statements deemed
“offensive” in the original draft — such
as “unlawful collective punishment” and

“torture” — were removed. In addition
Palestinian NGOs were informed that
Palestine/Israel-related events would not be
permitted as official “side events.”

“Although the Durban
declaration specifically
named Palestinians
as victims of racism,
Palestine was removed
from the Geneva
agenda”
Despite this ban, Israeli lobbyists
managed to conduct their own side
meeting. The infamous lawyer Alan
Dershowitz (leader of the successful
campaign to prevent Norman Finkelstein,
author of The Holocaust Industry, from
securing tenure) was joined by actor Jon
Voight (father of Angelina Jolie) in an event
highlighting Palestinian “terrorism” and
“anti-Semitism.”

The main event may have been a
fiasco but there was a successful two day
“Israel Review” conference sponsored by
the Palestinian Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions National Committee (BNC) which
brought together international legal experts
and activists from Europe and beyond
(including the PSC) to examine strategies for
combating Israeli racism.
Sessions addressed issues from the
applicability of the crime of “apartheid”
as enshrined in international law, to
developing local campaigns against
Jewish parastatal organisations
perpetuating this apartheid (such as the
Jewish National Fund). Powerful actors
may be able to push Palestine from centre
stage but the BNC conference proved yet
again that Zionism faces a losing battle
in trying to exclude Israeli racism from
the agenda of ordinary people across the
globe.
n Isabelle Humphries took part in the
‘Israel Review Conference’ as part of Badil
Resource Center for Palestinian Residency
and Refugee Rights’ (www.badil.org).
Her own doctoral research focuses on
Palestinian internal refugees in the Galilee.
Contact: isabellebh2004@yahoo.co.uk
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Israel guilty of apartheid
and colonialism

11

international law and, further, is also established as a peremptory
A South African study has found
rule of international law which entails obligations owed to the
international community as a whole. In other words, apartheid is
that Israel’s activities in the OPTs
a practice that is prohibited by international law which is binding
states regardless of whether they have ratified the Apartheid
amount to the same practices which on
Convention or the Rome Statute.
kept its own country’s black citizens Inhuman acts
The definition of apartheid contained in Article 2 of the Apartheid
subjugated to whites.
Convention cites six categories of “inhuman acts.” For apartheid
to exist, it is not a requirement that all the listed acts are practised
By Victor Kattan

C

oming from South Africa, the conclusion that Israel
practices apartheid carries considerable authority and it
was not reached lightly. A dozen international lawyers in
an independent research project, funded by South Africa’s
Department of Foreign Affairs, studied the facts over 15 months to
produce a report running to 300 pages.

Colonialism and self-determination
The study found that Israel has violated the territorial integrity of
the OPTs through building settlements and the Wall. By depriving
the people of the OPTs of the capacity for self-governance, by
integrating the Israeli economy with the OPTs and by depriving
the population under occupation of permanent sovereignty over
its natural resources, the study concluded that Israel is practising
colonialism.
The law of self-determination requires a state in belligerent
occupation of foreign territory to keep that territory separate from its
own in order to prevent its annexation and
also to keep their economies separate, which
Israel has failed to do.
The authors’ conclusion is that the
implementation of a colonial policy by Israel
has not been piecemeal but is systematic
and comprehensive, as the exercise of
the Palestinian people’s right to selfdetermination has been frustrated in all of its
principal modes of expression.

The crime of apartheid
On the question of apartheid, the study
took as its reference point Article 3 of the
Convention on Racial Discrimination of
1965 which Israel has ratified. This provision
Carlos Latuff
prohibits the practice of apartheid as a
particularly egregious form of racial discrimination.
To define apartheid, the study used the 1973 Apartheid
Convention which criminalises “inhuman acts committed for the
purpose of establishing and maintaining domination by one racial
group of persons over any other racial group of persons and
systematically oppressing them.”
It also used the 1998 Rome Statute which criminalises inhuman
acts committed in the context of, and to maintain, “an institutionalised
regime of systematic oppression and domination by one racial
group over any other racial group.” Both focus on the systematic,
institutionalised and oppressive character of the discrimination
involved and the purpose of domination that is entailed.
Although Israel has not ratified either of these conventions,
the prohibition of apartheid has assumed the status of customary

but rather that “policies and practices of racial segregation and
discrimination” combine to form an institutionalised system of racial
discrimination.
The study found that no scientific method exists for determining
whether any group is a racial group and that the question
rests primarily on local perceptions. In the OPTs, “Jewish” and
“Palestinian” identities are distinguished by ancestry as well as
nationality, ethnicity and religion. The study concluded that Israeli
Jews and Palestinian Arabs can be considered “racial groups” for
the purposes of the definition of apartheid in international law.

Other states must act
The conclusion that Israel has breached the international legal
prohibitions of apartheid and colonialism suggests that the
occupation itself is illegal on these grounds. Israel has the duty
to cease its unlawful activity and dismantle the structures and
institutions of colonialism and apartheid that it has created.
Israel is additionally required by international law to implement
duties of reparation, compensation and
satisfaction in order to wipe out the
consequences of its unlawful acts. Israel
also has the duty to promote the Palestinian
people’s right of self-determination.
All other states have the duty not to
recognise the situation in the occupied
territories as lawful and not to assist in the
maintenance of this state of affairs. Further,
states must co-operate to bring this unlawful
situation to an end. If a state fails to fulfil
these duties, it commits an internationally
wrongful act.
n The full report, including a proposed
question for a further advisory opinion which
the authors recommend should be sought
from the International Court of Justice,
can be accessed on the webiste of South
Africa’s Human Sciences Research Council:
www.hsrc.ac.za/DG.phtml.
n Ronnie Kasrils, a former South African government minister,
compared Israeli and South African apartheid in a powerful speech
to the Cape Town International Conference:Re-Envisioning Israel/
Palestine on 12 June 2009. Read the speech at http://tinyurl.com/
lbfs6g

Victor Kattan is a Teaching Fellow at the School of Oriental
and African Studies. Victor was one of the authors of the
apartheid report. His book: From Coexistence to Conquest:
International Law and the Origins of the Arab-Israeli Conflict,
1891–1949, has just been published by Pluto Press and can
be ordered via www.victorkattan.com.
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Fadia Daibes

Champion of Palestinian Water Rights,
died 24 March, 2009
By Simon Watt

L

awyer Fadia Daibes was an
international authority on water law
and a leading figure in the crucial
Palestinian struggle to obtain
legal ownership over the ground water
aquifers of the Occupied Palestinian
Territories.
Fadia worked for the Palestine Water Authority during
the Oslo Peace Process and supervised the Water File for
Final Status Negotiations with Israel. This file contained data
showing that the Israelis controlled the pumping of over 80%
of the transboundary aquifer waters shared between Israel and
Palestine. Without Palestinian water, irrigated agriculture would
hardly be possible in Israel and the urban centres would have to
rely on costly desalination. This is a major reason for the Israeli
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occupation of the West Bank.
In 2002 Fadia researched Palestinian water rights in the
context of international law at Dundee University. She developed
a framework for cooperation between Palestinians and Israelis
for the shared management of the aquifers. She was awarded
the Swedish Edberg Award for this work in 2005.
Fadia belonged to an old Catholic family from Zabadeh
near Jenin — a small community where Christians and Muslim
families have lived peacefully together for centuries. She had,
like most Palestinians, no hatred for Israelis although she was
constantly harassed and abused at checkpoints and lived under
much unnecessary stress.
She was working as the Danchurch representative for
Palestine when she died in a car crash. A week earlier she
spoke on behalf of the Gender Water Alliance to the 5th World
Water Forum in Istanbul where she called for the international
community to put pressure on Israel to obey UN sanctioned
laws. Her interview at this meeting is available on YouTube:
http://tinyurl.com/nozcum.
Fadia’s untimely death is an enormous loss to the Palestinian
cause. Her family is establishing a Trust Fund to assist students,
academics and practitioners to continue her unfinished work on
water issues in Palestine.

Dialogue with the Diaspora
Jeff Halper, director of the
Israeli Committee Against House
Demolitions, reflects on the amazing
furore which greeted him in some
Jewish communities in Australia

A

funny thing happened to me on my way to synagogue in
Sydney: my scheduled talk got cancelled. The uproar caused
by the prospect of my speaking to the Jewish community in
Australia is truly startling to an Israeli.
Granted, I am very critical of the Occupation but this hardly
warrants the kind of hysterical demonisation I received for weeks
in the pages of the otherwise respectable Australian Jewish
News. After all, opinions similar to mine are readily available in the
mainstream Israeli media. Indeed, I myself write frequently for the
Israeli press and appear regularly on Israeli TV and radio.
Why, then, the hysteria? Why was I banned from Temple
Emmanuel in Sydney, a self-proclaimed progressive synagogue?
Why did I, an Israeli, have to address the Jewish community from
a church? Why was I invited to speak in every university in eastern
Australia yet, at Monash University, I was forced to hold a secret
meeting with Jewish faculty in a darkened room far from the halls
of intellectual discourse? Why, when the “leaders” of the Jewish
community were excoriating me and my positions, did the Israelis
who attended my talks express such appreciation that “real” Israeli
views were finally getting aired in Australia, even if they did not all
agree with me?
All this raises disturbing questions over the right of Diaspora
Jews to hear divergent views on Israel’s conflict with the
Palestinians held by Israelis themselves, especially since it is a
phenomenon which critical Israelis encounter throughout the world
— the US, France and Toronto being the most closed and hostile.

Diaspora Jews and Israel
The Australian controversy raises an even deeper issue, however.

Prof Jeff Halper addressing the University of Melbourne
What should be the relationship of Diaspora Jewry to Israel?
Whatever threat I represent has less to do with Israel, I suspect,
than with the fear that I might call into question the idealised image
of Israel — I call it the “Leon Uris”* image of an Israel which, if it ever
existed, certainly does not today — to which they cling so dearly,
even desperately, despite what appears in the news.
This might seem like a strange thing to say, but I do not believe
that Diaspora Jews have internalised the fact that Israel is a foreign
country, as far from their idealised version as the wholesome
families of the 1950s sitcoms were from real British life, or Australia
is from its image as kangaroo-land.
Countries change, they evolve. What would Australia’s European
founders think — even those who, until 1973, pursued a “White
Australia” policy — if they were to see the multi-cultural country
Australia has become?
Well, almost 30% of Israeli citizens are not Jews. We may very
well have permanently incorporated another four million Palestinians
— the residents of the Occupied Territories — into our country and,
to top it off, it’s clear by now that the vast majority of the world’s
Jews are not going to emigrate to Israel.
Those facts, plus the urgent need of Israel to make peace with its
neighbours, mean something. They mean that Israel must change in
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Eye on the web
 Union solidarity

reports



Labour for Palestine announced the second issue of Jafa —
Labour Bulletin in Solidarity with Palestine, which had a special
focus on Israel’s war on Gaza. It published solidarity resolutions
that were passed by unions around the world, analysis of the
aftermath and discussion about the next steps for labour solidarity.
It also launched a new section, Histadrut Watch, which
monitors the activities of Israel’s racist trade union federation.
Modelled on similar bulletins issued during the South African
anti-apartheid struggle, Jafa is designed and written by trade
unionists for use in unions and workplaces.
The second issue is available for download at http://tinyurl.
com/lq8a8l. For more information contact labour@caiaweb.

 Israel sells off stolen Palestinian property
A shocking report on Al Jazeera reveals how Israel has started selling
off homes belonging to Palestinians who left or were driven from cities
like Haifa in 1948 and who have never been allowed to return. Until
now these properties were left untouched, waiting for a resolution of
the refugee issue. See the video at http://tinyurl.com/l7ct2n
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 World Digital Library
The World Digital Library, hosted by UNESCO, is listing
Palestinian documents under Israel. Complain via www.wdl.org/
en/contact.htm

 Israeli Occupation Archive
The International Committee to End the Israeli Occupation
launched The Israeli Occupation Archive (IOA), a website with
news and commentary, much of it not readily available in English:
www.israeli-occupation.org.
It includes instructions on how to link the website to your website
to disseminate information about its existence as widely as possible.

 Open letter on the Wall
Palestinians are spray-painting a powerful open letter written by
South African scholar and anti-apartheid activist, Farid Esack,
on to a three kilometre section of The Wall. The letter argues that
the situation in Palestine is worse than it ever was in South Africa
under apartheid rule.
The spray-painting is part of the Dutch-Palestinian
collaborative project, www.sendamessage.nl, which allows
internet users to ask for an 80-character message to be put on
the wall for a payment of 30 Euros which goes to grassroots
social, cultural and educational projects in Palestine.
to get a life of their own, revalidate Diaspora Jewish culture (that
Zionism dismissed as superficial and ephemeral) and find genuine,
compelling reasons why their children should remain Jewish.
Only this can explain why rabbis, self-appointed community
“leaders” and Jewish professors refuse to have me in their
synagogues or classrooms or community centres. It is all
understandable. They do need a lynchpin in order to preserve their
communal identity while prospering in tolerant, multi-cultural societies.
But the real country of Israel cannot fulfill that role and it’s not fair to an
Israel that must find its own place in the Middle East to expect it to.

Jews must distance themselves

Halper in handcuffs — he has been arrested by the IDF more
than once
ways Ben Gurion and Leon Uris never envisioned, even if that’s hard
for Diaspora Jews to accept.
Yet I see the evolution of Israel as a positive challenge. Israel is a
real country, not some Zionist construct or a projection of Brooklyn
or Golders Green onto the Middle East, and like all countries it must
come to grips with reality even if that means it might eventually
evolve from a Jewish state into a single state of all its citizens.
Rather than “eliminating” Israel, this challenge is in fact a natural and
probably inevitable development. It will not be easy, but if Australia,
Britain and South Africa can become multi-cultural, so can we.

An idealised image of Israel
But this is our problem as Israelis. Why should Diaspora Jews get so
exercised over changes in Israel? Because, I venture to say, the real
country of Israel means less to them than preserving its idealised
image.
This makes sense. Diaspora Jewry uses Israel as the lynchpin of
its ethnic identity; mobilising around a beleaguered Israel is deemed
essential for keeping the community intact. But Israel cannot be
held up as a voyeuristic ideal by people who will not only not go
there, but who actually need an Israel at conflict for its own internal
survival.
That is why I, as a critical Israeli, am so threatening. I can both
conceive of an Israel very different from the “Jewish state” so dearly
valued at a distance by Diaspora Jewry — and I can envision an
Israel at peace. Ironically, it is precisely such a normal state that
is so threatening to Jews abroad because it leaves them with no
external cause around which to galvanise. But Diaspora Jews need

Ironically, after all I have said, the Israeli government will present
the greatest resistance to Diaspora independence. Just as Israel
is used to preserve Jewish communal life in the Diaspora, so, too,
does the government use the Diaspora as an effective agent for
ensuring support for its policies in countries where influential Jewish
communities are found: the United States at the head, but Britain,
France, Germany, Holland and Australia as well.
But this support for extreme right-wing and militaristic policies
contradicts the very liberal values that define Diaspora Jewry,
thereby further eroding the moral basis of that community and
driving young liberal Jews away. Remember: Israel does what it
does in the name of the Jewish people. Unless the Jews of the
world distance themselves from the policies of a militaristic nuclear
power with a violent and oppressive 42-year occupation over the
Palestinians, they will be defined by those policies; they will be
complicit.
What befell me in Australia is just a tiny episode in a sad saga
of mutual exploitation to the detriment of both Diaspora Jewry and
Israel. The lessons are three: Diaspora Jewry must let Israel go, get
a [Jewish] life of its own, and return to its values by supporting an
end to Israel’s Occupation and a just peace between us and the
Palestinians. At home in Jerusalem I will continue the good fight.

Jeff Halper is the co-winner of the Kant World Citizen
Prize 2009, awarded by the Kant Foundation of Freiburg,
Germany, to promote courageous and independent
publicity work and education to protect peace, democracy
and the environment. It honoured his work “to liberate
both the Palestinian and the Israeli people from the yoke of
structural violence.” www.icahd.org
* Leon Uris was the Jewish-American author of Exodus, a novel about
Israel’s origin written to show it in a good light. It was a worldwide
bestseller and was filmed in 1960, starring Paul Newman.
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The ‘new history’ and
the Nakba
Professor Avi
Shlaim looks at
the Israeli narrative
of 1948 — and its
consequences

E

ach of the participants
in the first Arab-Israeli
war has its own narrative
of what happened. Israelis speak of “The War of
Independence,” whereas Palestinians refer to it as the
Nakba, or catastrophe. In this article, I will only examine the
Israeli story.
Let me begin on a personal note. I am an Iraqi Jew who grew
up in Israel and lived most of his life in Britain. I feel doubly guilty
towards the Palestinians. As an Englishman, I am ashamed of my
adopted country’s astonishing record of duplicity and betrayal going
all the way back to the Balfour Declaration of 1917. As an Israeli, I am
burdened by a heavy sense of guilt for the injustice and suffering that
my people have inflicted on the Palestinians over the last sixty years.
The traditional Zionist rendition of the events of 1948 is well
known and widely accepted in the West. It lays all the blame for the
war and its consequences on the Arab side. This is a nationalist
version of history and, as such, it is simplistic, selective, and
self-serving. It is, essentially, the propaganda of the victors. It
presents the victors as victims and it blames the real victims — the
Palestinians — for their own misfortunes
Yet this one-sided narrative went largely unchallenged outside the
Arab world until 1988 when the 40th anniversary of the creation of the
State of Israel was accompanied by the publication of four books:
Simha Flapan, The Birth of Israel: Myths and Realities
Benny Morris, The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem,
1947–1949
Ilan Pappé, The Making of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 1947–1951
Avi Shlaim, Collusion Across the Jordan: King Abdullah, the
Zionist Movement, and the Partition of Palestine.
We challenged many of the myths that have come to surround
the birth of Israel and the first Arab-Israeli War and came to be
known collectively as the ‘new historians’ or the revisionist Israeli
historians. The publication of our books triggered the war of the
Israeli historians in which there are four main bones of contention:
1. Britain’s policy in the twilight of the Palestine mandate
2. The military balance in 1948
3. Arab war aims
4. The causes of the Palestinian refugee problem

British policy
Zionist leaders at the time, and Zionist writers subsequently,
portrayed Britain’s policy as utterly hostile to the Yishuv, the preindependence Jewish community in Palestine. The main charge

“The traditional Zionist rendition of
the events of 1948 lays all the blame
for the war and its consequences on
the Arab side. This is a nationalist
version of history and, as such, it is
simplistic, selective and self-serving. It
is, essentially, the propaganda of the
victors.”
was that Britain armed and encouraged
her Arab allies to resist the birth of the
Jewish state by force.
A special place was reserved in Zionist
demonology for Ernest Bevin, the foreign
secretary of the Labour government.
Bevin was portrayed as a great ogre, as a
monster in human form. I was three years
old at the time and we lived in Baghdad
and my mother used to say to me: ‘If
you don’t eat your porridge, Mr Bevin
will come and take you away.’ The threat Ilan Pappé
never failed to work!
Ilan Pappé completely demolished the
traditional Zionist account. His argument is that Britain was resigned
to the emergence of a Jewish state but supported her client, King
Abdullah of Transjordan, in his efforts to pre-empt their common
enemy, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Hajj Amin al-Husseini. The
key to British policy was ‘Greater Transjordan’ — to help Abdullah
expand his kingdom at the expense of the Palestinians.
In British eyes, the independent Palestinian state envisaged by
the United Nations partition resolution of 29 November, 1947, was
synonymous with a Mufti state. Hostility to the Mufti and to a Muftiled state was an important and constant factor in British policy in
1947–49.
So there is a case to be made against Britain during this critical
period — not that Britain tried to prevent the establishment of
a Jewish state but rather that it helped to abort the birth of a
Palestinian state.

The military balance in 1948
The old historians saw the 1948 war as an unequal struggle between
a Jewish David against an Arab Goliath; as a desperate, heroic, and
ultimately successful Jewish struggle against overwhelming odds.
The heroism of the Jewish fighters is not in question. Nor is there
any question that the first round of fighting was indeed a struggle
for survival. Yet, throughout the war, the Israel Defence Force (IDF)
outnumbered all the Arab forces, regular and irregular, operating in
the Palestine theatre.
Estimates vary, but the best estimates suggest that on 15 May,
1948, Israel fielded 35,000 troops whereas the Arabs fielded 20,00025,000. The problem of the IDF was not manpower but its firepower
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which was negligible. But during the first truce Israel violated a
UN embargo and imported arms from the Eastern bloc including
artillery, tanks, and aircraft.
Illicit arms imports decisively tipped the military balance in favour
of Israel. The Israelis now not only outnumbered but also outgunned
their opponents. The final outcome of the war was not a miracle but
a reflection of the underlying Arab-Israeli military balance. In this
war, as in most wars, the stronger side won.

Arab war aims
The third question is why did the neighbouring Arab states send
their armies into Palestine upon expiry of the British mandate on 15
May, 1948? The standard Zionist answer is that all the Arabs were
united and that their aim was to destroy the infant Jewish state and
to throw the Jews into the sea. The reality was more complex.
The Arab coalition facing Israel in 1948 was one of the most
deeply divided, disorganised, and ramshackle coalitions in the
history of warfare. There was no agreed Arab strategic plan for the
conduct of this war. The Arab armies were ill-prepared and illequipped for prolonged warfare. Most of the Arab military leaders
were incompetent.
There were dynastic rivalries at play between King Farouk of
Egypt and the Hashemite rulers of Jordan and Iraq. Syria and
Lebanon also felt threatened by King Abdullah’s ambition to make
himself master of Greater Syria.
All the Arab armies intervened ostensibly in order to help the
Palestinians. But they treated the Palestinians with brutality and
contempt. The Arab League promised the Palestinians money
and arms. It did not keep its promise, thereby helping to seal their
fate. In short, the Palestinians, in their hour of need, were let down
by the Arabs. The inability of the Arab leaders to coordinate their
diplomatic and military strategies was a major factor in the loss of
Palestine.

The refugee problem
This is a very controversial question
and one which lies at the heart of the
Arab-Israeli dispute. Between 700,000
and 750,000 people, almost half the
Arab population of Palestine, became
refugees in 1948. The question is: did
they go or were they pushed? The origins
of the refugee problem are, of course,
intimately connected with the question
of responsibility for solving this problem.
Here we have two diametrically opposed
versions.
The official Israeli version maintains
Benny Morris
that the Palestinians left the country on
orders from their leaders and in the expectation of a triumphal return
after the Arab armies had swept all before them. Israel was thus in
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no way responsible for turning the Palestinians into refugees.
The Arab version maintains that the Palestinians did not leave of
their own accord. Israel expelled them and Israel therefore has to
grant them the right of return to their homes and compensation to
those who choose not to return.
Benny Morris studied the birth of the Palestinian refugee
problem thoroughly, carefully and objectively. He found no evidence
of Arab calls on the Palestinians to leave their homes, nor did
he find evidence of a Zionist master-plan for the expulsion of
the Palestinians. He therefore rejected both the Arab order and
the Jewish robber state explanations. The refugee problem, he
concluded, was a by-product of the war.
Countless reviewers pointed out that Benny Morris’s conclusion
did not correspond to the evidence he had unearthed. The evidence
suggests a far higher degree of Israeli responsibility for the mass
flight of the Palestinians. Admittedly, there were many different
reasons for the Palestinian exodus but the single most important
reason was Israeli political, military and psychological pressure.

Who bears the moral responsibility?
The entire debate between the old and the new Israeli historians
revolves round the question of moral responsibility for the
consequences of the first Arab-Israeli war. The old historians
present Israel as the victim of Arab aggression. But the evidence
presented by the new historians makes it patently clear that the
establishment of Israel involved a monumental injustice to the
Palestinians.
To say this is not to deny the legitimacy of the State of Israel
within its pre-1967 borders; it is only to insist that Israel played
a major part in turning over half the Arab population of Palestine
into refugees. Unless and until Israel acknowledges its share of
the moral responsibility for the creation of the Palestinian refugee
problem, this dispute cannot be solved.
Does the new historiography have any broader significance
beyond the war of the historians? Does it have any relevance to
the quest for peace today? The late Edward Said answered these
questions in the affirmative. He pointed out that if Israelis and
Palestinians are to learn to coexist peacefully, it is essential that they
understand both their own and each other’s history.
It is not enough for each side to examine critically its own actions
in 1948. We must have a common and comprehensive picture of
what happened in the war in order to deal with its consequences, in
order to work out a reasonable solution to all the problems that have
their roots in the year of the Nakba.

Avi Shlaim is Professor of International Relations at the
University of Oxford. He is the author of The Iron Wall:
Israel and the Arab World (2000) and Lion of Jordan: King
Hussein’s Life in War and Peace (2007), and the co-editor
with Eugene Rogan of The War for Palestine: Rewriting the
History of 1948 (2007).
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Operation ‘Hasbara’
Diane Langford
examines how Israel’s
propaganda machine
keeps a stranglehold
on the message and
distorts the truth

I

srael wants to be seen as a normal
country while claiming exemption from
international norms and in order to do
this it must twist the truth to play the
victim and hide its brutal features. The
weapon it uses is unrelenting “hasbara,” a
Hebrew word meaning both explanation and
propaganda.
The chilling slickness of the hasbara
operation was on display last December
when IDF spokespeople, Mark Regev
and Major Avital Leibowitz, stood in
well-equipped press facilities rehearsing
predetermined denials before the first
soldier even set foot in Gaza.
The press office had a 24-hour North
American desk, a European desk, a Russian
desk, a Latin American desk and an Arabic
desk. Leibowitz described three main
objectives: “maximizing access for news
media, 24-hour availability, and showing
the human face of the IDF.” As evidence
of atrocities quickly emerged from Gaza,
indignant assertions that the IDF is the
“world’s most moral army” spewed down
the wires.

But the propaganda is not only rolled out
in time of war. A recent initiative has been
the “warming Israel” campaign, designed
to soften the country’s belligerent image.
The foreign ministry’s deputy director for
cultural affairs, Arye Mekel, said: “We will
send well-known novelists and writers
overseas, plus theatre companies, exhibits.
This way you show Israel’s prettier face so
we are not thought of purely in the context
of war.”
Official efforts at controlling the message
are backed up by an enormous network
of unflagging emailers and bloggers,
known as The Hasbara Brigade, who
relentlessly bombard politicians and media
organisations demanding apologies,
retractions and resignations. Many succumb
under this constant barrage from cyber ops
such as Honest Reporting, BBC Watch,
The Jewish Internet Defence Force and
Tom Gross Media. The website Give Israel
Your Undivided Support — see giyus.org
— has a downloadable desktop tool called
Megaphone which enables subscribers to
overwhelm selected targets with multiple
instant responses.
The American Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC) sent hundreds of
letters to Members of Congress in May
urging them to sign a letter to President
Obama demanding Israel be “allowed to
set the pace of any future negotiations.”
HonestReporting.com boasts of sending up
to 6,000 emails a day to CNN executives,
paralysing their system. The Jewish Internet
Defence Force focuses on sites such as
Facebook, YouTube, Wikipedia and Google
Earth, taking control of social networking
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groups campaigning for Palestinian human
rights and dismantling them.
Suppression is the objective and Karl
Sabbagh, author of “Palestine — A Personal
History,” believes “for this to succeed
it must be directed at people who are
unfamiliar with the issues and who might be
persuaded that they have somehow ‘got it
wrong.’” That is hasbara at work.
The most influential purveyors of
pressure and misinformation are united by
a common neo-con agenda, not by race or
religion. The intimidating spectre of Rupert
Murdoch, a personal friend of Ariel Sharon,
haunts the newsrooms of London, Sydney
and New York. Sam Kiley, a former Times
foreign correspondent, forced to resign over
his Middle East reporting, once wrote of the
fear Murdoch instills: “The Times foreign
editor and other middle managers flew
into hysterical terror every time a pro-Israel
lobbying group wrote in with a quibble or
complaint and then usually took their side
against their own correspondent — deleting
words and phrases from the lexicon to rob
its reporters of the ability to make sense of
what was going on.”
There are encouraging signs that
the mainstream media is growing some
resistance to the hasbara campaign. Former
Evening Standard editor Max Hastings
wrote in the Guardian in May that he has
“fallen out of love with Israel.” He spoke for
many more journalists and editors who, for
decades, unquestioningly tolled the bell for
the Zionist state but are now wearying of its
needy, megaphonic demands.
Max Hastings’ article can be read in full
at: http://tinyurl.com/mkr3gp

Tel Aviv Beach v Gaza Beach in Vienna

T

he Israeli chamber of commerce in Vienna got permission
from the Mayor of the city to open a “Tel Aviv Beach”
on the right bank of the Danube to honour the 100th
anniversary of Tel Aviv. The artificial beach opened to the
public on May 10th and was met by strong protest from proPalestinian organisations who opened a rival “Gaza Beach”
on the left bank to reveal the harsh reality of coastal life under
occupation.

A street theatre from France performed “Checkpoint”, a play
featuring the brutal daily oppression in the West Bank and Gaza
caused by the Israeli Army. Actions planned for the summer
include a military vehicle transformed into an Israeli prison with
photos and films from the last barbaric Israeli offensive in Gaza.
Peace protesters from all over Europe are being encouraged to
descend on Vienna and join in the action to disturb the Israeli
beach ambience.

Tel Aviv Beach

Protests on Gaza Beach
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Between a rock and a
hard place
Marie-Olivia Badarne reports on
discrimination against Arab workers

A

bout 1.2 million Palestinians
live inside Israel — forming
around 20% of the population
— and hold Israeli citizenship
yet they suffer widespread
discrimination. In employment in
particular, Israel treats them as
second class citizens.
Since the early 20th century, Arabs have
been systematically driven off their land and
out of work in British Mandate Palestine and
Israel. No Israeli government has shown
interest in developing what is called the
“Arab sector” and the Palestinian community
finds itself in a socio-economic situation that
only just prevents a popular uprising.
There are many interrelated root causes
for poverty, exploitation and unemployment
among Palestinian Arab workers in Israel. Key
aspects are investment and infrastructure,
access to employment in the public sector,
brain drain and labour-law enforcement.
As a result of these and other interrelated
factors, 50% of Palestinian families in
Israel live below the poverty line and close
to 100% of areas with an above-average
unemployment rate are Arab communities.

Investment and infrastructure
One of the most basic problems for Israeli
Arabs is the absence of job opportunities.
The Israeli government has zoned 27
regional industrial areas, including five
in the occupied West Bank and one in
the occupied Golan Heights. Only in one
industrial park — Bar Lev in Misgav (Galilee)
— are Arab localities full partners.
This planning policy means that Arab
workers have to look for jobs outside their
hometowns and also ensures that tax
revenues from large businesses are being
collected by Jewish Israeli municipalities
and regional councils. Moreover, many Arab
towns and villages are not or are insufficiently
connected to the public transport system
which poses another obstacle to Arab job
seekers, particularly to women.

Discrimination in the public
sector
Only 5% of Israel’s civil servants are Arabs
and out of the approximately 55,000
employees in state-owned companies (such
as communication, electricity, water and
transport authorities) fewer than 1% are

Basic standards
like minimum
wages or workplace
safety are widely
disregarded by
Arab employers and
labour inspections
are virtually nonexistent.
Here, again,
Arab women are
the ones who suffer
most — a recent
government report
found that Arab
women are the
Members of the National Union of Rail, Maritime and Transport most exploited
group in Israel’s
Workers (RMT) protesting at the Israeli embassy. Photo:
workforce. Finally,
Andrew Wiard
the Israeli Trade
Arabs. This extreme under-representation
Union Congress, Histadrut, has never
of Arabs in the public sector is a result of
taken any significant action to improve the
Israel’s state-security policies which require
situation of Arab workers or to organise the
army service or special weapons training
low-wage sector.
as an employment condition in what are
Israel Railways fires Arab
perceived as “security-sensitive” positions.
Moreover, Arabs are disconnected
crossing guards
from Israel’s military and thus political
Earlier this year, Israel Railways, a public
establishment which is an essential career
company, announced its new policy
reference for public-service jobs. Exclusion
requiring army service as an employment
from the public sector also has a significant
condition for level crossing guards. As a
gender component as public service
result, the approximately 150 Arab crossing
has traditionally been a major source of
guards received letters of dismissal.
employment for women.
The manpower company employing the
Consequently, most Palestinian Arabs in
workers then pledged to find new jobs for the
Israel work in manufacturing, construction,
guards. With the support of Sawt el-Amel,
catering and agriculture, often in family
Adalah — The Legal Center for Arab Minority
businesses or sub-contracted.
Rights in Israel — and private lawyers, the
“Brain drain”
workers challenged the policy in court.
Legal action and international pressure
The lack of career opportunities leads to a
from trade unions and individuals who
slow but steady brain drain which is further
joined Sawt el-Amel’s international solidarity
exacerbated by Israel’s education policy.
For instance, some subjects at university are appeal forced Israel Railways to present a
only open to students over 21, the age when compromise which replaces army service
with a set of other criteria, including 18
Jewish Israelis finish their military service.
months of continuous employment with the
Arabs, who are exempt from serving in the
same employer and work experience in a
Israeli army, have to bridge three years after
“hierarchical organisation.”
high school before they can enter tertiary
The workers argue that these alternative
education. As a result, more Palestinian
conditions will have virtually the same
students from Israel study in Jordanian
effect on Arab workers whose employment
universities than in Israeli universities.
patterns are characterised by temporary and
Labour-law enforcement
contracted employment or work in small, often
Generally, law enforcement in Israel is
family-led, businesses. The case is pending.
highly selective and, in the case of Arab
Marie-Olivia Badarne is the
workers, it is characterised by selective
International Relations Coordinator at
non-intervention. While current bills, like
Sawt el-Amel (The Laborer’s Voice),
the anti-Nakba law, mirror the general
an organisation of Palestinian Arab
desire to control Arab citizens, labourworkers in Israel. Find out more at
law enforcement in the Arab economy is
www.laborers-voice.org
extremely hands-off.
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Gaza: is it all about gas?

O

By Chris Cox
ver 1.3 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, valued
at $4 billion, lie 30km off the coast of Gaza.
And there may be further reserves which could
turn Gaza into a Mediterranean Dubai. Some
commentators believe this is the real reason behind
Israel’s murderous onslaught in “Operation Cast Lead”.

Rich deposits of natural gas were discovered off Gaza by the
UK company BG Group — the international arm of British Gas — in
1999 but there are doubts whether the Palestinians will ever see any
benefit from it while the Israeli occupation continues.
In 2000 Yasser Arafat signed a deal with BG which allowed gas to
be sold directly to Israel with around 40% of the revenues going to
the Palestinians, made up of 10% to the Palestine Investment Fund
(PIF) and another 30% to an Athens-based Palestinian construction
company.
Following the outbreak of the second Intifada in 2000, the Ariel
Sharon government vetoed this arrangement, claiming that the gas
revenues would be used to finance “terror attacks,” though by 2007
Israel was once again the main potential buyer.
But, shortly after the election of Hamas in the Gaza Strip in 2006,
BG had arrived at a controversial “understanding” with Israel that
any Palestinian revenues would be paid into an international bank
account. A BG source told the Jerusalem Post: “Neither BG nor
Israel wants the money to go to fund terror-related activities.”1

directly after the discovery of the deposits and attacks on the Free
Gaza boats have now been added to the intimidation (see p20).
David Schermerhorn, who has traveled to Gaza on four
humanitarian boats, has written: “These assaults have nothing to
do with security or with Hamas — and everything to do with Israel
controlling a $4bn resource belonging to the Palestinians.”4
The renowned American academic, Noam Chomsky, told
Palestine News: “It is a reasonable speculation that Israel is trying to
gain control of as much of the gas in the Eastern Mediterranean as
possible and if that means destroying some remote chance of decent
survival for Gaza, that fits well with Israeli plans and programmes.”

Gaining control of the gas

Denying energy to the Palestinians

In June last year — the same month that we now know planning
commenced for the “Operation Cast Lead” attack in December —
Israel approached BG to renew talks about buying the gas. The
talks envisage the gas being piped directly from Gazan waters to
southern Israel. From there, Gaza would have the option of being
supplied by pipe from Israel. According to BG, this would happen in
2014 at the earliest.
“These negotiations were conducted by the Olmert government
with the knowledge that an invasion was on the drawing board,”
wrote the Canadian economist Michel Chossudovsky in January. “In
all likelihood, a new ‘post-war’ political-territorial arrangement for
the Gaza Strip was also being contemplated.”2
Ayman Nijim, a
researcher at Gazabased think tank
Palthink, told Palestine
News: “Many Arab
and Palestinian
journalists believe that
the unstated goal of
Operation Cast Lead
was to seize control
of the gas reserves off
Gaza’s coast.”
Israeli politicians
have previously
stressed that removing Map showing area of Gaza's natural gas
Hamas from power
field
is necessary to gain
access to the gas reserves. Moshe Yaalon, now strategic affairs
minister, said in 2007: “It is clear that, without an overall military
operation to uproot Hamas’ control of Gaza, no drilling work can
take place without [their consent].”3

Israel recently discovered vast natural gas fields of its own off its
northern coast. The Tamar-1 field, which contains 5 trillion cubic feet
of gas, would meet Israel’s needs for several decades. But the gas
will not reach Israel until 2014, prompting its national infrastructure
ministry to push harder for the gas in Gaza’s waters.5
Meanwhile, Israel’s intention to become the main customer for
Gaza’s gas denies Palestinians the possibility of a domestic energy
source. According to London-based environmental think tank
Platform, piping the gas directly to Gaza would meet Palestinian
energy needs for over a decade — and leave plenty for exports.
Crucially, this would mean economic independence.
Researcher Mika Minio-Paluello said: “Gaza and the West Bank
being reliant on imported fuel makes Israel's stranglehold much
easier. Cutting energy supplies is openly used by the Israeli Army as
a military tool.”

Naval blockade and attacks on boats
The tightening of the Israeli naval blockade on Gaza has also been
linked to the gas fields. Daily attacks on Gazan fishing boats began

An Israeli naval ship attacks a Gazan fishing boat with a water
cannon. Photo: David Schermerhorn

Gaza: the next Dubai?
According to Middle East consultant, Peter Eyre, the area off
Gaza is “littered with natural resources.” He said: “Gaza could be
a miniature Dubai,” pointing out that oil reserves are often found
beneath natural gas fields. However, despite 16 years remaining on
its license, BG currently has no further plans to explore the area.
In the meantime, there is frustration in Gaza that more is not
being done to rescue the known resources sitting untouched in
Palestinian waters. “Many elite people in Gaza and the West Bank
are very busy on useless issues,” said Ayman Nijim. “But they are
leaving this vital issue for God to solve.”
1 ‘British Gas, Israel to freeze Hamas out of $4bn gas deal.’ The Jerusalem
Post, July 5, 2007
2 Michael Chossudovsky, War and Natural Gas: The Israeli Invasion and
Gaza’s Offshore Gas Fields, www.globalresearch.ca, January 8, 2009
3 Moshe Yaalon, Does the Prospective Purchase of British Gas from Gaza’s
Coastal Waters Threaten Israel’s National Security? (Jerusalem Centre for
Public Affairs, October 2007)
4 David Schermerhorn, Geopolitical Time Line: War, Natural Gas and
Gaza’s Marine Zone, www.globalresearch.ca
5 Platts International Gas Report, March 2, 2009
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Gaza medics: support needed
By Ewa Jasiewicz

I

n the early hours of the last day
of 2008, two medics were racing
to collect casualties from an area
under fierce bombardment when
their ambulance was hit by an Israeli
missile. Medical volunteer, Mohammad
Al Hassira, 21, died instantly.
As a co-ordinator of the Free Gaza
movement, I had arrived in the Gaza Strip on
the fourth boat and worked as a volunteer
with the medical services throughout Israel’s
bombardment. The next day I found the
survivor, Dr Ihab al Madhoun, 34, semiconscious in hospital with blood and brain
fluid seeping from the back of his skull,
writhing in pain. Within hours, he too was
dead.

“We have to save lives,
even those of
Israeli soldiers.
It’s the promise
we make”
Madhoun and Hassira were among the
16 emergency medical staff killed by Israeli
forces during the 22 days of “Operation
Cast Lead.” A further 39 were injured,
including at least four who needed legs and
arms amputated. Thirteen of the dead were
with the Civil Defence service which worked
24 hours a day and dealt with 1300 cases
during the attacks.
Loud protests about the deliberate
targeting of medics, which is a war crime,
were made around the world but the
IDF's Gaza Coordination and Liaison
Administration implied that the Civil

Paramedic Abu Issam with child. Photo: Palestinian Red Crescent Society
Defence rescuers were not protected
under international law because they were
“combat medics.”
The head of the CLA, Col Moshe Levi,
told the Jerusalem Post: “Their (Palestinian)
medics were part of the Hamas medical
staff and were similar to combat medics that
we have in the IDF in the sense that they
are soldiers.” This is nonsense as medics
tending to combatants are also protected by
the Geneva conventions.
Now a group of over 50 Gaza medics
has launched a campaign to mobilise the
international community to support the Gaza
emergency services, to challenge the IDF’s
violations of international law and to stop
their attacks on emergency staff.
An important part of the campaign will
be twinnings between ambulance stations
in Gaza and around the world — one of the

No ‘post’ to traumatic stress

T

raumatic experiences for
Palestinian medics are part of their
daily life. At approximately 4pm
on January 12th, Civil Defence
doctor Issa Abdul Rahim Saleh, 32, and
his colleague, Ahmed Abu Foul, 25, were
among six rescuers trying to evacuate
casualties from the burning Al Banna
Building in Jabaliya.
Another shell blasted into the building,
decapitating Dr Issa. His severed head
smashed into the back of Ahmed Abu
Foul’s. Metal particles of the shell that
killed Dr Issa are still present and shifting
within Foul’s skull.
Gazan medics crave relief,
decompression, a break from their

horrific experiences. One of the longest
serving Red Crescent medics, Ali Khalil,
47, was in one of the ambulances
repeatedly fired upon when they tried to
gain entry to the ravaged northern district
of Atatara.
After several days, a brief respite
in the bombardment allowed them to
dash in and Ali found the body of infant
Shahed Abu Halima lying on the sandy
road. “At first I thought it was a doll,” he
said. She was red, bloated and her legs
were missing – she had been half eaten
by dogs. “I see her in my sleep. I have
nightmares about it. We need a rest,
we need help. I think some counselling
would help all of us.”

first such relationships has begun between
Homerton Ambulance Station in Hackney,
East London, and Jabaliya’s Red Crescent
Station. Twinnings will help source badly
needed equipment such as flashlights,
engage in staff exchanges and build a
louder, unified voice for Gazan medics to
claim their rights.
Throughout Israel’s assault, essential
medical supplies and Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE) were in short supply. Even
basics like gauze, blood pressure monitors,
walkie talkies and petrol were scarce.
Concerned residents clubbed together to
bring petrol to keep ambulances running.
In establishing the “International
Campaign of Solidarity with Palestinian
Emergency Workers,” medics from the
Ministry of Health, Civil Defence, Union
of Palestinian Medical Relief Committees,
Red Crescent and Military Services joined
together and rejected sectarianism. This
defies Israeli attempts to drive a wedge
between medics they categorise as
“legitimate,” such as the Red Crescent, and
what they have decided to dub “combat
medics” because they are organised by the
Hamas authority.
“When we put on our uniforms it doesn’t
matter who we support, we have to save
lives, even those of Israeli soldiers. That’s
our job, it’s the promise we make,” said Abu
Issam, a senior paramedic with Jabaliya’s
Red Crescent Society.
For more information on the Gaza campaign,
email palestinianparamediccampaign@
gmail.com

Ewa Jasiewicz now works on solidarity
projects with Palestinian farmers,
fishermen, paramedics and prisoners.
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Piracy!
S

ix British and two Irish
peace activists, including
Nobel laureate Mairead
Maguire, were among
the 22 passengers of the Free
Gaza boat hijacked at gunpoint
in a blatant act of piracy in
international waters by Israeli
special forces.
The boat, Spirit of Humanity,
was forcibly boarded 24 miles
out to sea while trying to deliver
Back in Ireland: Mairead
medical aid and construction
Maguire and Derek Graham
materials to the besieged
people of Gaza in June.
Maguire, who won the Nobel Peace Prize for her work in Northern
Ireland, said that when the masked combat troops swarmed aboard,
some people were injured.
Previous Free Gaza boats have been threatened and
rammed. The night before this hijack, the Israelis cut off all their
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communications.
“So we were in grave
danger of actually
being killed at that
point,” said Maguire.
British passenger,
Adie Mormech,
refused to be
cowed.“The soldiers
were trying to look
Spirit of Humanity before leaving
intimidating but the
Larnaca harbour
boat was rocking so
much that they kept
sliding all over the place and falling over each other... the Special
Forces weren’t looking so special!” he said.
The kidnapped passengers were imprisoned in the Israeli
immigration jail at Ramle before being deported six days later.
Mormech said conditions were appalling for inmates — mainly
from Africa and South East Asia — who were being held there for
years.
“It was like dipping your toe in an enormous pool of lost people,”
he said, as many of the inmates had no money and no hope of
release.
The activists plan to appeal against the Israeli decision to deport
them and are asking their governments to back them. And they have
all vowed to return and try again to break the siege of Gaza.

Oxfam on Gaza
By Gill Swain

A

s Israel’s blockade of Gaza entered its third year in June,
Oxfam published a hard-hitting report, Rebuilding Gaza:
Putting People Before Politics, demanding that Israel,
Palestinian politicians and the international community put the
terrible suffering of the people before politics.
At a recovery and reconstruction conference held at Sharm alSheikh in March, donors pledged nearly $4.5 billion of aid for Gaza.
But without Israel lifting the blockade “it is difficult to conceive how
these funds can be translated into tangible improvements in the
lives of Gaza’s civilians.”
The report accuses Israel of pursuing the isolation of Hamas
rather than “its legal obligation to provide for the welfare needs of
the occupied people of Gaza.”

above humanitarian needs.
The report concludes with a raft of recommendations for the
Israeli government, Palestinian factions and the international
community.
 The material on this page is adapted by the publisher from
Rebuilding Gaza: Putting People before Politics by Sara Hamood,
Oxfam publications, 2 June 2009, with the permission of Oxfam GB,
Oxfam House, John Smith Drive, Cowley, Oxford OX4 2JY UK www.
oxfam.org.uk. Oxfam GB does not necessarily endorse any text or
activities that accompany the materials, nor has it approved the
adapted text.

Palestinian divisions
Oxfam says the factional split between the Palestinian Authority
(PA) in Ramallah and the de facto authorities in Gaza, controlled by
Hamas, has profoundly affected the humanitarian situation.
“The PA-Ramallah has tried to demonstrate its control over the
process by issuing its early recovery and reconstruction plan. Its
ability to oversee the implementation of this plan for a part of the
territory which it no longer effectively controls is difficult to envisage.”
Two incidents in which Hamas police or officials interfered with
aid distribution are also documented. “Oxfam underscores the
urgent need for Palestinian reconciliation to take place.”

Failure of the international community
Many donor governments are “led by… their unwillingness to review
the shortcomings of their 2006 policy to isolate Hamas,” the report
says.
Donors have “expressed concern” and called on Israel to open
the crossings but taken little action. But Oxfam states categorically
that, for signatories to the Geneva Conventions, “it is not a choice of
whether or not to act, it is a legal obligation.”
Continuing to use aid to achieve political goals exacerbates
the intra-Palestinian divide. The adoption of the PA-Ramallah’s
impractical recovery and reconstruction plan by the international
community was a further example of putting political objectives

Gazans making bricks out of mud and straw
A report by the International Committee of the Red Cross
said that, six months after the bombardment, the worst hit
neighbourhoods in Gaza still looked like the epicentre of a
massive earthquake and people were “trapped in despair,”
unable to recover. See the report at http://tinyurl.com/lh9fbd
A study by Amnesty International confirmed the reports of
Israeli war crimes we documented in the last issue of Palestine
News (Spring, 2009) including civilians shot at close range or
killed with high-precision weapons, medical staff attending the
wounded targeted and the “wanton and deliberate” destruction
of homes and businesses.
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In Brief
l

Gaza Music School Reopens

Amid all the death and destruction in Gaza, the vaporising
of the music school aroused particular emotion. But after a
worldwide campaign raised $69,000, the school was rebuilt and
reopened in April.
The school takes 31 children, aged seven to 11, who can learn
one of five instruments, including the guitar, oud (lute), and piano.
It was started in response to community demand, particularly from
among the 11,600 children who are members of the Qattan Centre
for the Child.
The Centre provides extra-curricular activities and an impressive
library of 103,000 books, making it one of the largest children's
libraries in the Arab world. The Qattan Foundation established the
school with co-funding from the Swedish development organisation,
SIDA, to provide a window on another world for the besieged
Gazans.

Creatures’ Star
Launches Olive Tree Project
l‘All
By Polly Basak

Actress turned author and olive farmer Carol Drinkwater has joined
Fairtrade campaigners, the Olive Cooperative and Christian Aid to
launch a project supporting Palestinian olive farmers. ‘Olives for
Hope’ links Fairtrade groups in Devon with olive farmers in the West
Bank village of Deir Istya where many ancient olive trees have been
destroyed by encroaching Israeli settlements and the Wall.
Carol, who starred in All Creatures Great and Small, learned of
the devastated olive groves on a visit to the West Bank. She said:
“I spent a day with Israeli peace activists planting saplings paid

for by Israelis as a small gesture of recompense. It was one of the
most memorable, moving days of my life. If this project can give
Palestinian farmers an opportunity to sell their fruits and oil, it will
give them back their dignity.”
Riziq Abu Nasser, an olive farmer from Deir Istya who visited
Devon during Fairtrade Fortnight, said: “The people of Deir Istya
face many problems. I hope that this project will enable the farmers
to increase their production, improve the use of what remains of
their land, and strengthen the bonds of friendship between the
people of Britain and Palestine.”
‘Olives for Hope’ encourages people to promote the Fairtrade
movement in Devon, sponsor new olive saplings and to consider
visiting Deir Istya during the olive harvest. Carol’s new book, The
Olive Tree, is currently in stores.

l

Zaytoun Wins Awards

Zaytoun, the Palestinian olive oil importer, won the
Arab-British Culture and Society Award for 2009. The annual
award of £5000 is given to an individual
or organisation which has made an
outstanding contribution to the British
public’s knowledge and understanding
of the life, society and culture of the Arab
people.
The judges chose Zaytoun, which
recently gained Fairtrade certification,
for the inspirational way it has marketed
Palestinian olive oil and olives in the UK.
The company has organised informative
promotions and exchange visits and has very effectively raised
awareness of the life, problems and potential of Palestinian farmers.
On top of this success came the announcement that Zaytoun’s
director, Heather Gardner-Masoud, picked up the most votes from
readers in the Triodos Bank Women in Ethical Business Awards
(WEBA) which were run in association with The Times.
Heather said: “We have been able to create well over £1million
income for Palestinian farmers and producers. We know from
personal experience and the testimony of many producers how
important this economic lifeline is to them.”

protest against
WMA president
lDoctors

A protest letter against the appointment of Dr Yoram Blachar as
president of the World Medical Association was signed by 725
physicians in 43 countries. Blachar, leader of the Israeli Medical
Association since 1995, is accused of turning a blind eye to the
involvement of Israeli medical staff in the torture of Palestinian
prisoners.
The letter states that his presidency makes a mockery of the
principles on which the WMA was founded as a response to abuses
by German and Japanese doctors in World War Two. The WMA’s
own Declaration of Tokyo (1975) specifies that “physicians shall not
countenance, condone or participate in the practice of torture or
other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading procedures.”
Reports published by Amnesty International and the Public
Committee Against Torture in Israel (PCATI) from 1996 concluded
that Israeli doctors working with the security services “formed
part of a system in which detainees are tortured, ill treated and
humiliated in ways that place prison medical practice in conflict with
medical ethics.” Blachar made no enquiries into these events.
Furthermore, in a letter to the Lancet medical journal in 1997,
Blachar appeared to condone the use of “moderate physical
pressure,” a term which covers confining prisoners in stress positions,
beatings, isolation, sleep deprivation, extremes of heat and cold,
humiliation and other forms of physical and psychological abuse.
Dr Blachar has dismissed all criticism as anti-Semitism.
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In Brief
l

Leonard Cohen urged to
cancel Israel concert

Peace activists have urged
Canadian singer Leonard Cohen
to abandon his plans for a
concert in Israel due to be held
on September 24th. Supporters
from around the world have been
writing to his manager and leaving
messages on his official online
forum asking him to think again.
One open letter published on
the internet, signed by Jews,
Palestinians and Israeli citizens,
says: “It is left for us, citizens of
the world, to condemn Israeli
atrocities and crimes against humanity. Palestinians are calling on all
people to support their struggle for their basic rights. We urge you to
cancel your planned performance in Israel.”
The British Committee for the Universities of Palestine (BRICUP)
issued an open letter on 22 April. Regarding the recent conflict in
Gaza, the authors wrote: “If you had just emerged from three weeks
of unfettered bombing from land, sea and air, with no place to hide
and no place to run, your hospitals overwhelmed, sewage running
in the streets and white phosphorus burning up your children, what
would the news that the great Canadian musician, Leonard Cohen,
had decided to play for your tormentors say to you?”
The Palestinian Campaign for the Academic & Cultural Boycott
of Israel (PACBI) has also written its own open letter to Cohen
stating: “Entertaining any apartheid regime is morally wrong. No true
humanist should disagree.”
A growing mass of international artists has recently decided to
avoid performing in Israel including Bjork, Bono, the Rolling Stones
and filmmakers such as Jean Luc Godard.

Polly Basak

l

French-Israeli relations at
a low ebb

On an official visit to France in June, Binyamin Netanyahu got a less
than cordial reception. President Nicolas Sarkozy echoed Barack
Obama’s demand that Israel put a “complete stop” to all settlement
activity.
Relations have been cool since Israeli troops occupied the
French Consul’s house in Gaza during the January offensive,
smearing the French flag with excrement, smashing up furniture
and stealing a large sum of money, jewelry and a computer from the
house.
In addition, Israeli soldiers fired two rounds at a diplomatic
convoy that included the French Consul General as it tried to leave
the Gaza Strip after a fact-finding mission. The Israeli Ambassador
in Paris was summoned to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to give an
explanation.
In June an Israeli policeman dragged a French diplomat out of
her car, threw her to the ground and rained blows on her, causing
severe bruising. She said he threatened her in English, saying: “I can
kill you.” A formal apology was later issued (Le Monde, 25 June).

l

Volunteers needed in
Palestine

The International Women’s Peace Service-Palestine (www.iwpspal.org) is an international team of women based in Hares, in the
Salfit Governorate, who provide international accompaniment to
Palestinian civilians, document and nonviolently intervene in human
rights abuses and support acts of non-violent resistance to the
Occupation.

They are inviting applications
from women volunteers. Successful
applicants will serve at least one
term in Palestine and support their
on-going work outside. Deadline
for applications is September 30th.
Contact iwpstraining@yahoo.com for
more info.

lobbyist
appointed to FCO
lPro-Israel

Prime Minister Gordon Brown has appointed a prominent proIsrael lobbyist to a key position in charge of the Middle East peace
process. Ivan Lewis was made Minister of State at the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office with responsibility for Middle East policy,
Iraq, Iran, counterterrorism and Anglo-American relations in June.
The appointment was a major promotion for Lewis who was one
of the most outspoken political supporters of Israel’s military assault
on Gaza. According to the Independent newspaper, it has “raised
eyebrows in the Foreign Office.”
Lewis is vice-chair of the Labour Friends of Israel and a trustee
of the Holocaust Educational Trust. Speaking after his promotion,
he said: “My responsibility for the Middle East peace process is
particularly poignant. I have never hidden my pride at being Jewish
or my support for the State of Israel.”

l

Peace Cycle 2009

Already scores of people have signed up for this year’s
Peace Cycle which will go from Amman to Jerusalem in October.
Riders will visit Palestinian refugee camps in Jordan before cycling
to villages around Haifa and Nazareth and then through Jenin,
Al-Fara, Qalqilya, Tulkarem, Nablus, Ramallah, Bil’in, Bethlehem,
Hebron and finally into Jerusalem.
The Peace Cycle is a British non-profit organisation that has
organised successful cycle rides from London to Jerusalem in 2004
and 2006 and from Amman to Jerusalem in 2008. Cyclists stay with
Palestinian families, support groups working for justice and peace
and raise awareness when they return home.
They also raise funds for charitable causes which this year will
be the Oyooni Mobile Eye Clinic, an initiative that aims to deliver
specialised eye care to diabetes and glaucoma patients in the West
Bank and Gaza, see www.oyooni.org
For more details and an information pack email: thepeacecycle@
aol.com
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New campaign against
administrative detention

By Sharen Green, a human rights observer
working in Jayyous

The prisoners’ support organisation, Addameer, has launched a
global campaign to end Israel’s system of jailing Palestinians without
charge or trial. It is also calling for the immediate release of all
prisoners held in Administrative Detention and is urging supporters
to ‘adopt a prisoner’ to provide moral support to individuals whilst
lobbying for his or her release.
At the time of writing there are 548 Palestinians imprisoned
without charge, including three women, two boys under 18 and
eight members of the Palestinian Legislative Council. Two men have
been held for over four and a half years.
Magda Mughrabi, Addameer advocacy officer, explained that
neither the defendant, nor his or her lawyers, has any right to see
the “evidence” on which the military court bases its decision.
“Virtually any act of resistance against the occupation, even pouring
coffee for a member of a declared illegal association, is seen as
support for a terrorist organisation.”
Addameer’s campaign provides detailed case studies of
prisoners and their postal addresses so supporters can write to
them personally. It provides the names and addresses of Israeli
government, military and legal officials so supporters can lobby on
their adoptee’s behalf.
The organisation urges British campaigners to raise the cases of
specific prisoners with their MPs, MEPs and the Israeli Embassy.
“Let’s put an end to such an unjust, arbitrary and cruel system of
incarceration without trial,” said Ms Mughrabi.
To find addresses to send messages of solidarity with
Palestinian detainees and letters of protest to politicians and legal
organisations, visit www.addameer.info, email info@addameer.ps or
telephone on 00972 2 2960446.

army smashes water
system
lIsraeli

The Israeli Civil Administration, along with police and military,
destroyed six cisterns, pulled up many feet of irrigation pipes from
Palestinian fields and dismantled an electricity pylon and power pole
in the Beqa’a valley, east of Hebron, in June.
During the operation, conducted with heavy earth moving
equipment, five people were injured including two Palestinians,
wounded when a mother intervened in the beating of her son. Jeff
Halper of the Israeli Committee against House Demolitions (see p12–
13) was arrested and badly roughed up when he tried to intervene.
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Palestinian farmers build cisterns to collect rainwater to
supplement irrigation of their crops. The area is suffering from a
multi-year drought. Stop work orders and demolition orders are
frequent, because this area is under total Israeli control and it is
nearly impossible for Palestinian residents to get permits for building
and improvements.
The wanton destruction of their property is because their land
is next to the entrance to Kiryat Arba — home to around 6,500
fanatical settlers on the outskirts of Hebron — and underneath ‘Har
Sina’ settlement. It is an area which suffers daily harassment by
settlers. The community lost much good farmland for the building of
the Road 60 highway and every single home either has a demolition
order on it or has been totally or partially demolished.

Bir’em waiting for
justice
lKafar

The residents of Kafar Bir’em in Upper Galilee, northern Israel, did
not flee their homes in 1948. They stayed and became citizens of
the new state of Israel.
In November,
1948, however,
the villagers were
ordered to leave
for two weeks until
“security in the
region would be
guaranteed.” They
have never been
allowed back to
their homes.
These Arab
Christians have
spent the last 60
The church was the only building left in
years internally
the ruins of Kafar Bir’em. Descendants of
displaced,
former inhabitants still get married here
uprooted in their
own country. Their land was confiscated and their village was
demolished in 1953.
As Israeli citizens, the villagers have appealed to the government
and the High Court of Justice to pursue their claim to return home.
In 1995, a ministerial committee set up to deal with the issue
concluded that there were no obstacles or objections to allow them
to do so. But it still hasn’t happened. Only the dead are allowed to
return — to the village cemetery.
Now the Committee for the Uprooted of Kafar Bir’em has been
started to step up the fight. Led by former inhabitants and their
descendants, the Committee demands that their ownership rights
to the lands of Kafar Bir’em as well as their right to return to their
homes be recognised and respected.
They do not claim restitution or use of the portion of their land
where settlements have been built after their forced departure and
they say they wish to “live in peace, harmony and cooperation with
all inhabitants of the area.”
They are asking supporters to write to the Israeli Prime Minister
“reminding him of the commitments subsequent Israeli military and
civil authorities have made to the inhabitants of Kafar Bir’em.” For
more information, see www.birem.org

lClown goes to Gaza

The clown-doctor,
Hunter ‘Patch’ Adams,
portrayed in the 1998
Hollywood film starring
Robin Williams, tried to
get into Gaza via the Erez
crossing with a delegation
from the American women’s
peace group, CODEPINK,
and the Israeli feminist
group, Coalition of Women
for Peace, but they were not
allowed through.
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Imaginative actions
nationwide
Branches responded enthusiastically
to PsC’s calls to step up the boycott
campaign with imaginative actions
tailored to their own localities

I

n Cardiff they took part in a very successful ‘Boycott Israeli
Goods’ event, organised by Beaty Smith with the support
of PSC Cymru/Wales and Cor Cochion (Cardiff Reds Choir).
The action called for a boycott of settlement goods and of
Caterpillar — the British based international company whose
bulldozers have demolished thousands of Palestinian homes and
olive groves.
Four retailers were targeted: Caterpillar footwear outlets,
Freespirit and Shuh and supermarkets, Sainsbury’s and Marks and
Spencer, which were both selling dates produced by Israelis from
the Occupied Territories.
When they leafleted outside Freespirit, the owner threatened
to call the police if they prevented the public from entering the
store. They sang “We are the Children of Palestine — and it’s for
freedom that we’re fighting now,” and the Choir’s popular Boycott
song.
They distributed over 700 leaflets and were met with an
overwhelmingly positive response. The manager of Sainsbury’s
promised to raise the issue at the next regional management
meeting.

Special T-Shirts
Sheffield took their inspiration from French activists and had
“Boycott Israeli Goods” T-shirts specially printed for a day of
action against Waitrose. Around 25 people were thus very visible
both inside and outside the store — and also audible as they sang
boycott songs.
“For lots of people involved it was their first experience of direct
action and now they’ve done it once, they are keen to do more,”
reports Hilary Smith.
Once a month Norwich members don “Boycott Israeli Goods”
tabards for a demonstration outside Tesco on one of the busiest
thoroughfares in the city. Individual members have also been taking
a basket of Israeli “West Bank” labelled products to customer
services desks at their local supermarkets and asking to speak to
the manager.
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They say this is the best way to approach Sainsbury’s and
Waitrose in their locality as the companies own the land around the
stores and forbid leafleting on it.
Many other branches kept up the pressure on supermarkets and
the Dead Sea products company, Ahava, including Richmond and
Kingston and Brent where members are working with Interpal and
supporters to set up stalls outside mosques and build a “Boycott
Israeli Dates” campaign in the run-up to Ramadan.
In Bristol shopping centre, members held a vigil illustrated with
an eye-catching cardboard replica of the Wall, complete with graffiti,
and a member dressed up as an Israeli policewoman.

Gaza remembered
Israel’s sickening assault on Gaza continued to goad members into
action. Camden joined the Stop the War Coalition to organise a War
Crimes Inquiry at SOAS. After it was opened by Baroness Jenny
Tonge, evidence was taken from five eye-witnesses to the Gaza
bombardment in front of a panel of three QCs and a priest.
A major public meeting was held with local politicians in York to
address the question of what the UK and the EU should be doing.
Speakers were: Chris Davies, Lib Dem MEP for the North West
of England; Richard Corbett, Labour MEP for Yorkshire and the
Humber, and Hugh Bayley, MP for York.
Chris Davies gave a first hand account of the situation in Gaza
and was very impressive in his analysis. There was a good debate
about how banks are refusing to give facilities to the Palestinian
bank, Interpal, because it is on a US Treasury blacklist and Hugh
Bayley promised to take it up with David Miliband.
A new student group formed in the University of York which put
on an impressive Palestine Week, including speakers such as Miri
Weingarten and Mick Napier.

York PSC Secretary Terry Gallogly and member Monica
Wusteman chatting to Hilary Benn
Volunteers are needed to join a PSC GROUP driving to
Gaza on the second Viva Palestina! convoy, departing in the
autumn.
Donations to cover the costs are also needed.
For more info contact Martial.Kurtz@palestinecampaign.org

York branch also carried out a very successful lobby of Hilary
Benn, MP for Leeds and Secretary of State for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs, about the proper labeling of settlement goods.

Fundraising supper
While action in some places has tailed off, vigils and marches have
continued every two or three weeks in the centre of Norwich and a
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lot of money has been raised for relief work.
At a fundraising supper in May, organised with Norwich Stop the
War Coalition, there was a magnificent buffet of middle eastern food
prepared by a group of local Muslim women community activists
and charity workers. Over 70 people enjoyed the food, took part in
an auction of Palestinian goods and listened to speakers including
Betty Hunter, PSC General Secretary.
Keith Rowley, chair of Norwich PSC, reports that it was “a
splendid, convivial and passionate evening. As (our treasurer),
Frank Stone, said: ‘When we do solidarity in Norwich, we do it
splendidly!’”
The Euro elections provoked members to buttonhole their
candidates about their policies on Israel-Palestine. In Reading,
for instance, members ensured that the EU-Israeli Trade
Agreement was not left off the agenda. They report that broad
support was received against any extension by all the candidates
bar UKIP.

Interesting meetings
Brent held a public meeting: “Afghanistan, Iraq and Palestine: What
Can MEPs Do?” in which London list candidates from the Lib Dem,
Labour and Green parties — the Conservative candidate declined
the invitation — were cross-examined by a panel of experts,
including PSC Director, Sarah Colborne.
At another well-attended meeting, human rights lawyer Moshe
Machover told the audience there were feasible forms of both one
state and two state solutions to the Palestine issue. The problem
was that neither would be equitable. The feasible one state solution
would at best be an apartheid state and the two state solution
would leave Palestine as a number of powerless enclaves like
North American Indian reservations. A fuller overview of the ideas
on which Moshe based his talk can be found at http://tinyurl.com/
ls72sb.
Gazan photo journalist, Sameh Habeeb, spoke at meetings in
Richmond and Kingston and Bristol, among others, while Bristol
also hosted an evening of live music and talks from Ghada Ageel,
Gaza refugee and author; Dan Judelson, Executive of Jews for
Justice for Palestinians; Isabelle Humpries, Journalist with Electronic
Intifada; and Phil Wright from the Joint Advocacy Initiative's West
Bank Olive Picking Programme.
At another highly successful evening, Hakaya dancers from
Bethlehem gave a spellbinding performance and £450 was collected
for Bethlehem Link. Bristol PSC intends to organise more cultural
events of this kind.

G

et the PSC’s new Boycott postcard and e-postcard and
send it to the government and politicians demanding a
ban on settlement goods.
There is going to be a government consultation on
the labeling of settlement goods this summer — so let our
strength of feeling be known!
Contact the PSC office to get the postcards.
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A

deluge of complaints
from members and
supporters about
Israeli tourism
posters which wiped the
Occupied Territories off
the map won a triumphant
victory.
The adverts were by
the Israeli Ministry of
Tourism and ThinkIsrael
and appeared on the
London Underground.
They included a map
which showed the
whole region in yellow
and no words marking
the illegally occupied
West Bank, Gaza Strip and Golan Heights, giving the
impression they were all part of Israel.
The PSC, both nationally and individually, together with
Jews for Justice for Palestinians, vociferously lobbied the
Advertising Standards Agency (ASA), Transport for London
and CBS Outdoor, the company which put up the adverts.
Within days, they had been removed.

Football and film
Reading helped support an initiative by the local Muslim community
to run a Five-a-Side Football Tournament, raising over £1500
for the children of Gaza. PSC chairman, Paul Timperley, reports:
“Palestinian football shirts were snapped up quickly from the PSC
stall!”
The innovative Cinema Palestino season of films in Sheffield got
underway with a talk by renowned film maker and academic, Haim
Bresheeth, on cultural resistance and film. The first of the five films
shown was The USA vs Al-Arian, an award-winning documentary
following the struggles of a Palestinian journalist in the USA.

A

ctivists scored two
huge divestment
victories in recent
months. The
French company, Veolia,
which was supposed
to run the Jerusalem
light rail system after
its construction, is
pulling out after losing
some $7 billion worth
of contracts in Europe
because of pressure
from BDS activists.
And the BelgianFrench financial group, Dexia, announced it will
no longer finance settlements through its Israeli branch, Dexia
Israel.
Credit for the Veolia victory goes to the Derail Veolia and
Alstom campaign which was launched in Bilbao last November.
It was backed by the PSC and resulted in many branches
putting pressure on their local authorities not to award contracts
to Veolia. Now attention is switching to Alstom.
Belgian BDS activists found out in October that Dexia had
granted five million Euros worth of loans to seven settlements
and three regional authorities in the occupied West Bank
between 2003 and 2007. Under the slogan: “Israel colonises,
Dexia finances,” campaigners used many tactics, including
making demands at the company’s annual shareholders’
meeting.
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Supermarkets
respond to boycott

By Zoë Mars

S

ince PSC re-launched the Boycott Israeli Goods
campaign a huge amount of campaigning footwork
has been done. As we hand out leaflets at
supermarkets or write that fiftieth letter to the press,
the Council or our MP, we may feel that we are still slogging
in the foothills. But some big hills have already been scaled
and others are well in sight.
So, where have we got to, what is it that makes the difference, and
how can we ratchet up future campaigns to maximise impact on Israel
in response to the urgent pleas from Palestine for strong action?
The “Don’t Buy Stolen Goods” from settlements campaign is the
spearhead but we also keep hammering away at the reasons for not
buying Israeli goods. The most satisfactory case of impact is the Coop’s decision no longer to stock goods sourced from settlements and
to start stocking Zaytoun olive oil and dates from Palestine.

Tenacious boycotters get results
Perhaps the Co-op’s ethos was relevant but the real factor seems to
have been the tenacity of boycotters who used the Co-op’s internal
structures to get a members’ motion so decisively passed that the
Board had to take notice.
This must inspire us to follow this internal track elsewhere,
for example to tackle Waitrose which, through its John Lewis
parentage, has staff shareholding and staff councils. We must
also vociferously raise relevant issues at the AGMs of other
supermarkets with more conventional structures. We do have some
shareholder volunteers, but are there others?
A second measure of impact has been the willingness of some
supermarkets to engage in discussion with us. Sainsbury’s admitted
the total unsatisfactoriness of the “West Bank” label and said they
were having trouble establishing exactly where their West Bank
produce came from. We detailed the hidden and deceptive role of
Israeli exporting agencies, predominantly Agrexco, and insisted they
check their supply and audit lines thoroughly and report back to
their customers.

Tesco buys from settlements
TESCO readily admitted that they were sourcing from settlements
but argued that the West Bank label conformed with their policy of
offering “choice” since they were happy to explain the origin of such
goods to customers, including those who actually wanted to buy
settlement goods!
Needless to say, we hotly contested this argument. We urge
everyone to ask forcefully and often where these West Bank
goods come from and to campaign vigorously against them. We
also supplied detailed evidence of the highly exploitative labour
conditions for Palestinians working in settlements which manifestly
transgress the Ethical Trading Initiative standards which the
supermarkets profess to observe.

Government paralysed on labelling
An admission by Foreign Scretary, David Miliband, that settlement
goods were “problematic” exposed the tension between the Foreign
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Office and Defra which
has not revised the
totally unsatisfactory
“Advice” on its website
about how produce from
the Occupied Territories
should be labelled.
At a Roundtable
with government
and supermarket
representatives in April,
widespread concern
was very clear. Defra’s
delay in issuing new
draft Advice shows
that the government
well understands
the difficulties of
committing itself to
the label of “Israeli
settlement,” rather
than banning the
import of such goods,
thus producing a kind
of paralysis.
This links to
another important level of impact — the increasing
involvement of the law in boycott campaigns. Supermarkets
seem loath to follow through on prosecutions arising from boycott
actions, such as in the recent charges against Cardiff campaigners
by TESCO, very probably because they fear the strength of the
protesters’ case.
Meanwhile they are beginning to get the message that they
could be vulnerable to prosecution either for misleading labelling
or even on grounds of complicity, possibly with war crimes. The
recent advisory document issued by Lawyers for Palestinian
Human Rights* dealt with the first of these possibilities and a further
document is expected to deal with the war crimes case by the end
of the year.

Demonstrations
We may soon have Advice from Defra which clarifies the meaning
of the “West Bank” label by explicit reference to settlements.
This will give us the ammunition to demand a ban on the import
of settlement produce and to plan a more trenchant level of
supermarket demonstrations following the example of the splendid
sit-downs which we have seen in French supermarkets.
The possibility of prosecutions will be pursued but the well-tried
methods of customer complaints, letter-writing, filling trolleys and
sticking stickers must continue relentlessly with whatever new twists
and extra visibility we can dream up.
A fine example is supporters in Southampton who handed out
free gifts of herbs from local producers to back up the “Don’t Buy
Stolen Goods” message. It is essential to press on — the boycott is
working!
* www.lphr.org
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La Bohème comes to
the West Bank

T

he Choir of London staged Puccini’s
La Bohème to packed and rapturous
houses in Jerusalem, Ramallah and
Bethlehem in June in its second tour
of Palestine.
Directed by Poppy Burton-Morgan,
the production featured a cast of up-andcoming principal singers from the UK
while students from the al-Kamandjati
Association’s music school in Ramallah
supplied the children’s chorus.
John Harte, the Choir’s Director, told PN:
“They did an absolutely terrific job despite
this being the first time they had been
involved in an opera — or indeed a staged
production of any kind.
“We plan to build on the success of the
production by turning these projects into an
annual event.”
A synopsis in Arabic was written specially
for the tour by Raja Shehadeh, author of
the award-winning “Palestinian Walks,”
and read aloud by actor Saleh Bakri at the
beginning of each act.
The Choir of London also took part in a
series of gala concerts on the tour, working
with local choirs and musicians and the
celebrated Palestinian pianist, Saleem

Children from the al-Kamandjati music school choir
Abboud Ashkar (who will be playing at the
Royal Albert Hall on 7 September).
Inevitably, the tour ran into problems.
John Harte reported: “Two of the students
from the al-Kamandjati school were very
sadly denied entry to Jerusalem for the
opening night despite being under 16.
Theoretically, under-16s are exempt from
the Israeli requirement that West Bank
ID holders apply for a permit to enter
Jerusalem but in recent months even
young children attempting to pass through
Kalandia have been asked for their papers
— another indication of the increasing

isolation of the West Bank from East
Jerusalem.”
In addition, two members of the
Bethlehem-based Olive Branches choir,
who had been preparing for the final gala
performance of the Brahms Requiem for
four months, had their permit applications
denied on unspecified “security grounds” —
despite support from the British Consulate
in East Jerusalem.
For more information about the amazing
work of the Choir of London and its links
with Palestine, see their website:
www.choiroflondon.org.

Israeli Apartheid: A beginner’s guide
Ben White
Pluto Press 2009

H

ow many people hesitate to become
fully committed to the Palestinian
cause because the issues involved
seem just too complex?
This concise, clearly structured
“beginner’s guide”, with its powerful
foreword by John Dugard, has such
people very much in mind. Facts and
figures are drawn from impeccable
sources, including the works of Israeli
historians and legal experts. Statistics
relating to refugees, the settlements,
the Wall, casualties on both sides, the

progressive annexation of land, are given
in the form of maps or charts, while stark
photographs tell the story of a people and a
landscape under threat of annihilation. They
all combine to give the lie to Israel’s claims
that “security” is its sole concern.
White makes a very clear case for
using the terms “apartheid” and “ethnic
cleansing” in relation to Israel’s policies;
in fact he shows how adherence to
Zionist ideology has led inevitably, not
only to the 1948 Nakba, but also to the
large-scale expulsions of 1967 and the
panoply of pseudo-legislative measures
which discriminate against the indigenous
population in the OPTs and in Israel.

The house demolitions, the destruction
of the physical and social infrastructure,
the land seizures, checkpoints, settleronly roads, random arrests, incarceration
without trial and the ongoing siege
of Gaza are all designed to break the
Palestinians’ will to resist and to make
those who can, leave.
The text is interspersed with brief
personal accounts of individual
Palestinians’ experiences — a reminder
of the human reality of living under
occupation, or as a second-class citizen
in the state of Israel. The author’s own
commitment and personal experience

cont. on page 28
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Facts on the Ground:

Archaeological Practice and Self-Fashioning in Israeli Society
By Nadia Abu El-Haj
Chicago University Press

T

his fascinating book is like an archaeological exploration
itself, impeccably researched with quiet forensic rigour. While
winning academic awards, it was nevertheless condemned
by the notorious pro-Israel Campus Watch in 2007 who tried
(unsuccessfully) to have the writer’s academic tenure at Columbia
terminated.
Nadia Abu El-Haj analyses the practice of archaeology as a field
science and its political use and manipulation by archaeologists. It is
an investigation into the methodology used by Israeli archaeologists,
the nature of territorial self-fashioning in Israeli society and identity
politics of what she interprets as the “colonial–national” ideology of
Zionism.
Archaeology has been central to the formation of Israeli
identity since the establishment of the state. It has been used
to “prove” Jewish continuity and ownership of Palestine since
biblical times, “despite the existence of Arab names and traces
of other civilizations,” and to justify extending Israel’s sovereignty
and occupation as the pretext for an Israeli return to their sacred
land. The existing terra firma of Palestine contained “the historic
biblical landscapes, battlegrounds, Israelite settlements and sites of
worship” that could be revealed by “digging the soil with our own
hands,” as described by Ben Gurion.
The author describes the use of bulldozers in a dig at Jezreel to
get through the strata containing 5,000 years of past histories until
the deeper levels of the Bronze Age/Canaanite and Iron Age/Israelite
are reached — the ones Israeli archaeologists are interested in.
Immediately after Israel occupied East Jerusalem in 1967,
bulldozers were used to demolish the 400-year-old Mughrabi
Quarter which contained important Islamic buildings to clear the
space in front of the Western Wall and the upper layers of Muslim
and Ottoman periods were generally marginalised in digs and
museums exhibiting the finds.
The entire Old City was declared a site of Antiquity and all the
collections of the Rockefeller Museum (including the Dead Sea
Scrolls) and other institutions were declared to be the state’s “national

cont. from page 27

“White tells us not
just why we should
get involved —
but how”

in the OPTs give a
passionate edge to his
writing, while he avoids
the tiresome rhetoric
that can sometimes mar
campaigning literature.
Activists will find the
section on ‘Frequently
Asked Questions’
particularly useful. Here, White deals with the arguments often
put by Zionist apologists: that Israel should be supported as
the only democracy in the Middle East; that criticism of Israel
in anti-Semitic; that Hamas is a terrorist group sworn to Israel’s
destruction — and so on.
Importantly, White demonstrates the contradictions inherent
in conjoining the terms “Jewish” and ‘“democratic” in relation
to the state of Israel. Until Israel realises that current racist
policies are leading it into a political, legal and moral impasse,
he argues, no progress towards peace can be made.
Despite the inevitably grim nature of much of the material,
the chapter “Towards inclusion and peace — resisting Israeli
apartheid” reminds us of the multitude of positive initiatives that
are under way, in the region and around the world. White tells
us not just why we should get involved — but how.

Hilary Wise

and cultural”
property,
contravening
UNESCO’s
Convention for
the Protection of
Cultural Property
in the Event of
Armed Conflict
(1954).
The area
around the old
Jewish Quarter
was subject to
Israeli archaeological dig
a comprehensive
archaeological excavation before it was expanded to five times
its original size. The old Roman Cardo was excavated and
reconstruction was “fashioned over ruins incorporated into the new
structures so as to appropriate previous historical narratives into the
expansion of the Jewish nation state.
“Past histories — Crusader, Ottoman, Arab, are subsumed and
de-nationalised or stripped of their significance.” The museums —
Burnt House and the Western Heritage Tunnel — reconstruct only
the Herodian history relevant to the original Jewish aspect of the
Temple, establishing a “priority of right.”
Most controversially, excavations have been allowed to be
controlled by ultra religious authorities and organisations, like Ateret
Hacohanim in the Western Heritage Tunnel, and radical settler
movements like Elad in Silwan. This creates an integration of the
sacred, colonial, and national aspects where the tunnels become
places of prayer, the Bible becomes “history” and the cultural
politics of a supposedly modern secular nation are reconfigured.
This process is now being questioned by professional
archaeologists themselves, worried at the dangerous concoction
of its use as part of the colonial expansion in the Old City and the
“Holy Basin” where religious Elad settlers are tunnelling under
houses, without concern for the Silwan residents, to try to find
evidence, so far lacking, of the biblical “City of David” which some
Israeli archaeologists doubt actually existed.
The whole irony, in the spirit of El-Haj’s exposition, was
commented on by Israeli architect Eyal Weizman: “Archaeology
provided not only a pretext for an Israeli return to occupy Palestinian
land, but also the ‘footprint’ of historical authenticity that could be
developed into built form by Israeli architects.
“Biblical archaeology was used to validate the claim that
vernacular architecture was in fact ‘Jewish’ at source and allowed
‘Israeliness’ to define itself as a local ‘native culture,’ appropriated
and altered by the latecomer Palestinians.”

Abe Hayeem
Dr.Nadia Abu El-Haj is assistant professor in the Department of
Anthropology at Barnard College, Columbia University, NY.

Blood in place of water

A

Palestinian teacher from near Hebron, Ahmed Milhem,
has written a simple but very affecting children’s play
about a family who cannot water their olive tree so their
young son uses his own blood to feed it. If you would
like a copy, email bernard.kilroy@gmx.net

Waters against the wall

P

ink Floyd’s former frontman Roger Waters, who co-wrote
the iconic 1970s album The Wall, said on a visit to a
Palestinian refugee camp that he would take to the stage
the minute Israel tears down its “awful” Wall, just as he
did in Berlin 20 years ago.
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Palestine c/o Venice

T

his is an image from “The Diver,”
a video narrative by Jumana Emil
Abboud which formed part of the
first ever Palestinian exhibition
at the fabulous Venice Biennale arts
festival.
Having no state, the seven artists
exhibiting were not allowed a pavilion
but were housed by the municipality
in a former convent and were labelled
“Palestine c/o Venice.”
Works by Abboud plus Taysir
Batniji, Shadi Habib Allah, Sandi
Hilal & Alessandro Petti, Jawad Al
Malhi and Khalil Rabah covered
performance, installation and
photography.
Abboud said her work tells the story
of a diver “who is anonymous in gender,
name and nationality, and is on an
endless search to find ‘Heart’. Using the
diving suit as the ultimate veil, disguise
or defense mechanism, the Diver’s world
is somewhat ambiguous, unknown,
unclaimed.”
Her inspiration “came out of my
desire to create a piece that was a
consequence of nationalistic or gender-

based associations as a result of my
coming from and living in a directly intense

environment that is continuously fighting to
claim its national rights.”

Literary festival defies ban
By Victoria Brittain

T

he second Palestine Literary Festival
brought 20 international writers
and publishers to five Palestinian
cities in late May for a hectic week
of packed public readings and university
workshops. From Jerusalem to Ramallah,
Jenin, Bethlehem and Hebron, the festival
visited Palestinians who are isolated by the
byzantine and oppressive machinery of the
Israeli occupation.
The inspiration for the festival came from
the great Palestinian intellectual Edward
Said’s phrase about using the power of
culture against the culture of power. The
ambitious idea was dreamed up in a London
home by a handful of writers and people
concerned about the increasingly desperate
situation of the Palestinians and the total
stalemate on political initiatives from
Europe’s leaders.
The chair of the festival is the Egyptian
writer and PSC patron, Ahdaf Soueif, and
patrons are the late Mahmoud Darwish, the
late Harold Pinter, Chinua Achebe, John
Berger and Seamus Heaney, reflecting
support from across continents and from the
pinnacle of contemporary great writers.
This year a handful of Palestinian
writers, such as Raja Shehadah and Suad
Amiry, and poets from the US, Suheir
Hammad and Natalie Handal, joined the
group, complementing British writers such
as Michael Palin, Carmen Callil, Jeremy

Deborah Moggach reading from her
work
Harding and Deborah Moggach.
Writers with diverse backgrounds were
also there including the Canadian prize
winning author, Moyez Vassanji, whose
roots are in East Africa and India; Jamal
Mahjoub, a Briton living in Spain with a
Sudanese past; Henning Mankell, a Swede
living part of his time in Mozambique;
Abdelrazzak Gurnah, a Briton originally from
Zanzibar; Claire Messud, an American with
a family background in France and Algeria,
and Robin Yassin-Kassab, a Briton with
a Syrian father. Almost none had been to
Palestine before.
All had a rude awakening to the realities
of the Israeli occupation: the Palestinian

National Theatre in Jerusalem
was closed down abruptly on
the opening night by a squad of
Israeli border police just as the
audience and performers were
going in. The police carried a letter
from the Israeli minister of internal
security which said the event
could not be held because it was
a political activity connected to the
Palestinian Authority. The festival
has in fact never made any contact
with any Palestinian political group.
A quick thinking French cultural
official announced an open
invitation to the nearby French
Cultural Centre and authors, audience,
books and refreshments were taken through
the streets. Chairs, lights and sound were
conjured up and we opened successfully
with a remarkably short delay.
The same scenario was repeated at
the end of the festival with a military order
pinned to the door of the theatre and armed
police in attendance before the audience
arrived. This time the British Council offered
their lovely garden and British Consul,
Richard Makepeace, publicly expressed his
disappointment at such a curb on cultural
links between Britain and the Palestinians.
“Fostering these links is the job of the British
Council,” he said.
These closures were all the more poignant
as Jerusalem is designated as this year’s Arab
League’s Capital of Arab Culture.
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Hare on the Wall
A

t one level, one must be glad that a
playwright of David Hare’s stature
chose to deliver a 40-minute
monologue at the Royal Court
about the most salient aspect of Israel’s
occupation of the West Bank. This takes
considerable courage, given the vigilance
and ferocity of the Israel lobby.
He provided facts about the Wall: its
height, length and cost, and the fact that it
encroaches on Palestinian territory to the
east of the Green Line. He also described
with anguish the ugliness of the settlements
and the settler-only highways. “How can
Israel claim to love the land it disfigures in
this way?” he asks. We were told too of
the daily humiliation of Palestinians at the
checkpoints and the problems he himself
encountered, trying to reach Nablus.
But, despite his claims to “have friends
on both sides of the barrier,” Hare’s
perspective is very much that of his humane,
well-meaning Israeli friends. We heard of
Israeli deaths, but not of the thousands of
Palestinians killed in recent years; of Hamas
torturing and killing suspected collaborators,
but nothing about Israeli assassinations,
torture techniques and the practice of jailing
people without charge or trial.

“Hare’s perspective is
very much that of his
humane, well-meaning
Israeli friends”

David Hare. Photo: Brigitte Lacombe
Hare also appears to have absorbed the
conventional Israeli line that the Wall is all
about “security.” A more careful study of
the maps would have shown him that its
route is specifically designed to annex and
enlarge all the major settlements and water
resources in the West Bank.
One does not expect — or indeed
wish to hear — a political lecture from a

playwright, even on such burning issues.
But one does expect personal impressions
to be rooted in a good grasp of the history
and political realities of the subject he is
addressing. Only a few weeks earlier, on
the same stage, Caryl Churchill’s Seven
Jewish Children asked questions about
victimhood and the problem of facing up
to agonising truths in a way that really did
empathise with the suffering of both sides.
Sadly, in its earnest efforts to be evenhanded, Hare’s piece lacked not only the
dramatic power of Churchill’s piece, but
also its moral clarity.
The monologue has been published by
Faber, with a piece on Berlin, as Berlin/Wall,
at £5

Hilary Wise

Palestine and the Gulf States:
The Presence at the Table
Rosemarie Said Zahlan
Routledge, 2009

P

ublished three years after the
untimely death of Rosemarie Said
Zahlan, this scholarly book leaves
one regretting yet again the loss
of the author. The subject is covered
carefully and in detail so that the book
adds much to our understanding of the
recent history and politics of the region.
Rosemarie Said Zahlan was a
historian and writer whose area of
expertise was the Gulf States but whose
commitment was always to Palestine,
the country in which her parents were
born. She was a patron of PSC and I
knew her in that context and also as a
writer and speaker.
When I was studying the politics of the
Middle East at SOAS there was little in
English on the Gulf states so I discovered
Rosemarie’s writing fairly quickly. Despite
British involvement in most of the Gulf,
few attempts were made to understand
the people of the region or to pay
attention to them in any respect, except

to ensure that their
interests aligned with
ours.
Zahlan says that
one consequence
of the paucity of
scholarship was that
“the relationship
between the Gulf
and the Palestine
problem has
been ignored or
downplayed.” I was
struck by this again
in January when I
spent a week in the West Bank during
the Gaza war and watched the Al Jazeera
coverage of the reactions around the Gulf
— coverage that would never be considered
of interest on the BBC or CNN. Yet the
relationship remains and the situation in
Palestine still inflames the feelings of the
people of the region and has an underlying
place in the politics of its leaders.
This book charts the relationship through
to the 1990s, showing the changes in
colonial ambitions from Britain to the USA

and the growth and changing
fortunes of the PLO which was set
up in Kuwait. The response of the
PLO to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait
some 30 years later changed the
face of Palestinian politics, leading
to the first Intifada and from there
to the Oslo Accords.
The key roles of Saudi Arabia
and Israel, as the “twin pillars” of
US policy, are examined and there
is much of interest in respect of the
wars affecting the region, economics
of oil and the involvement of Saudi
Arabia in the Iran-Contra affair. The
penultimate chapter contains an
excellent summary of the role played by
the United Nations.
The book is very readable and clear.
It is also a reminder that the history of
Palestine is bound up with so many other
histories. Wth a new US administration
in place this is a timely moment to read
this book, to reflect on the linkages of
the past and to understand their ongoing
influences.

Sue Plater
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10,000 Trees for Nablus

The Friends of Nablus and Surrounding Areas (FONSA)
is trying to raise enough funds to plant 10,000 olive and fruit
trees on the land of the poorest villages around Nablus.

Journey of discovery

27 December, 2009–5 January, 2010

To plant one olive tree costs £4
— to plant one fruit tree costs £2.
Please help.

FODIP — the Forum for Discussion of Israel and Palestine —
invites you on a Journey of Dialogue and Encounter in Israel and
the West Bank.

Donations by cheque payable to
FONSA can be sent to FONSA at
9, Broad St, Tayport, DD6 9AH. Or
donate online at
www.fonsa.org.uk/trees/

We want Jews, Christians and Muslims to engage together. The
tour will include places of religious and historic significance,
coexistence projects and discussion of issues facing people
today. It will not be an easy journey.

FONSA is a registered Scottish
charity No SC038502

For further details, contact Jane Clements on 020 7939 2004
email info@fodip.org | See www.fodip.org

Plant Their Future

International Voluntary
Work Camp, Nablus
Volunteer for the Palestine Solidarity Project

T

he Palestine Solidarity Project offers a unique opportunity
for activists to have an integrated, educational experience
as they work in solidarity with a Palestinian organisation.
You can attend demonstrations, teach English, help remove
roadblocks or videotape others doing it — there are many ways to fit
in. We do a lot of writing, videotaping and photographing.
We have Arabic lessons, reading materials, and information on
lectures and tours. It is essential to our vision that volunteers gain
the knowledge to equip them to speak/write/sing about the situation
when they return home. To learn more, please see our website:
www.palestinesolidarityproject.org/join or email us at:
palestineproject@gmail.com

Join the
Palestine
solidarity
Campaign

2nd–18th August 2009
Join international and local students in the zajel youth
Exchange Programme at An-Najah National University in
Nablus for its summer work camp this August.
you will share ideas, learn about the lives of Palestinian
students and help create a better world.
l to learn more, see http://youth.zajel.org/summer_camps/
camp2009.htm
l or email youthexchange@najah.edu
l or phone + 970 9 2345113

Join PsC / make a donation
name

Paying this way helps PsC plan ahead more effectively

name of Bank

address

address

Postcode

Postcode

telephone

account number

e-mail
individual £24.00

standing order

Unwaged £12.00

Plus a donation (optional) of

sort code

Please pay £12

£24

other £

monthly / Quarterly / yearly (delete as applicable)

i enclose a cheque of

to PsC Cooperative Bank

(payable to PsC)

account no. 65147487 (sort code 08 92 99)

affiliation fees for trade Unions and other
organizations are: £25 local; £50 regional;
£100 national.
to cover the additional costs of overseas
membership please pay the equivalent of Us$35
in your local currency

From (date)

/

/

name
signature
Please return this form to:
PsC Box Bm Psa london WC1n 3XX

until further notice
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Exploring Palestine
through Citizenship

New
teaching
pack!

At last – an online educational resource designed to introduce students to the key issues
of the Palestine/Israel question

meticulously researched
clearly structured
beautifully presented
n The 20 lessons are mainly geared towards the
Citizenship Curriculum, although some are suitable
for English and Media lessons and others for
History and Geography
n They range from an analysis of cartoons,
through to lessons on fair trade, the history of the
conflict, problems of daily life in Palestine and links
with supporters in Israel
n All lessons are activity-based and designed to
interest and challenge whilst being accessible to
a wide range of abilities. All have excellent visual
and written materials to support learning

A collaborative project by PSC and CAABU
Can be downloaded free of charge from
www.palestinecampaign.org or www.caabu.org
There are many links to other useful websites
which can be used by teachers or students
to source additional material. All lessons are
referenced to the National Curriculum and
teaching objectives and detailed lesson plans are
provided.

